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INTRODUCTION TO THE SPECIAL ISSUE ON
SECURE SOLUTIONS FOR NETWORK IN SCALABLE COMPUTING
This special issue aimed at incarceration of new insights, dimensions, visionaries and accomplishments
achievable for security. Security is a foremost concern in scalable computing. With the progression in ICT (Information and Communication Technologies), secure solutions are the need; as the number and kinds of attacks
too are progressive. Keeping this in mind, the papers selected for this issue talks about all our visualizations
from the same. In todays Internet-connected world, the advance cyber-attacks are being launched on the critical
infrastructure. It has shifted the pursuit of financial profit and political gains, which lead to cyber warfare on
various scales. The first paper points that malware is one of the most alarming security threats being faced
by the Internet today. They have the capability to circumvent the earlier developed methods of detection and
mitigation which clearly shows the need of shifting from traditional cyber security to cyber threat intelligence.
Authors have proposed the design of a framework for generating malware threat intelligence which has the capability to detect, analyze, and predict the malware threats and can act as an Early Warning System (EWS). The
second paper talks about the current status of sentiment analysis and opinion mining focusing on the problem
of sarcasm identification and detection. The article discusses the present scenario and the problem faced by the
community due to the usage of sarcasm. Authors have tried a technique based on the deep convolution neural
networks where they are using a single layer convolution before the classification task and claim to have higher
accuracy in the classification of sarcasm as compared to existing methods.
The third paper talks about Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) that are widely used in various fields such as
health monitoring, medical line, intrusion detection, and are often placed in open environment, thus vulnerable
to different attacks. Various techniques were introduced to deal with security related issues of WSNs; among
them trust management has been proved as an effective measure. A new protocol called Energy Efficient and
Trust Aware framework for secure routing in LEACH (EETA-LEACH) has been proposed. A trust management
system for WSNs has been presented to monitor the sensor nodes behaviors and evaluate their trust values based
upon remaining energy, packet delivery ratio and distance. This approach is a combination of trust-based routing
module and trust management module that works together to select trusted Cluster Head (CH). Simulation
results have proved that proposed algorithm consumes less energy and improves packet delivery ratio.
Almost all the important services are available in the application market of Android. Unfortunately, at the
same time, the prosperity of these applications also attracts abusers and malicious attackers to perform different
types of attacks. The fourth paper is an exploration and all-inclusive study about various approaches to perform
Android applications analysis. This gives improved identification of the problem, accessible elucidation space
and possible research scope to evaluate Android devices against the possible attacks.
The fifth paper focused on the dynamics of worm propagation in the Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs).
Authors proposed a modified Susceptible-Infectious-Quarantined-Recovered-Susceptible (SIQRS) model based
on epidemic theory and demonstrated the effect of quarantined state on worm propagation. This paper also
describes the Stability of the worm free equilibrium and Endemic equilibrium, as well as, studies the effect of
communication radius and node density.
Kavita Sharma, NIT, Kurukshetra, India
Suman Bala, Orange Labs, Meylan, France
Himani Bansal, JIIT, Noida, India
Gulshan Shrivastava, NITP, India
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A FRAMEWORK FOR GENERATING MALWARE THREAT INTELLIGENCE
EKTA GANDOTRA∗, DIVYA BANSAL†, AND SANJEEV SOFAT‡
Abstract. Ubiquitous computing devices with network capabilities have become the critical cyber infrastructure for academia,
industry and government in day-to-day life. The cyber-attacks being launched on this critical infrastructure have shifted to the
pursuit of financial profit and political gains which lead to cyber warfare on various scales. The evolution of new practices like social
networking, explosion of mobile devices and cloud computing have given opportunities to attackers for discovering vulnerabilities
and exploiting these for creating sophisticated attacks. Malware is one of the most dreadful security threats fronting the Internet
today. It is evolving and making use of new ways to target computers and mobile devices. Moreover, the exponential escalation
in their volume and complexity has increased the damage caused by them. These have the capability to circumvent the earlier
developed methods of detection and mitigation which clearly shows the need of shifting from traditional cyber security to cyber
security intelligence. This paper purposes a design of a framework for generating Malware Threat Intelligence that can analyze,
identify and predict the malware threats and can act as an Early Warning System (EWS). It also presents the real-time testing of
the proposed framework which is realized by designing a prototype for providing security-as-a-service.
Key words: malware, threat intelligence, malware analysis, malware detection, malware threat level
AMS subject classifications. 68M14, 68T27

1. Introduction. Cyberspace comprises of people, services and software linked either directly or indirectly
to the Computer Networks, Internet and Telecommunications. The services and products residing on cyberspace
have been adopted in almost all the sectors. Moreover, people have become habitual of services being provided
by the Internet. The preservation of Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability of information and protection
of critical infrastructure is the essence of secure cyberspace. During the past several years, the frequency and
complexity of cyber-attacks have been changed. The evolution of new practices like social networking, explosion
of mobile devices and cloud computing have given opportunities to attackers for discovering vulnerabilities and
exploiting these for creating sophisticated attacks. Moreover, the new generation cyber-attacks have become
more targeted, persistent and unknown. Most of these attacks are launched by people who use the Internet
with wicked intentions. They make use of malicious programs (also known as malware) for this purpose.
A malware is a software program that achieves the damaging intent of an attacker [1]. According to NIST
(National Institute of Standards and Technology), it is a program that has the intent of compromising the
Confidentiality, Integrity, or Availability of the victim machine and its resources [2]. According to Internet
Security Threat Report, Symantec [3], over 430 million new malicious specimens were discovered in the year
2015 which is about 36% more than that in 2014. Malware writers are making use of obfuscation techniques
like insertion of dead code, subroutine reordering, instruction substitution etc. for creating polymorphic and
metamorphic malware [4]. Moreover, the malware are becoming sophisticated, targeted, persistent, stealthy and
unknown day by day. These have the capability to circumvent the earlier developed methods of detection and
mitigation which clearly shows the need of shifting from traditional cyber security to Cyber Threat Intelligence
(CTI). Popular security organizations providing CTI services include FireEye, LogRhythm, RSA, Symantec,
and Verisign etc.
1.1. Cyber Threat Intelligence. According to Gartner, “Threat intelligence is evidence-based knowledge, including context, mechanisms, indicators, implications and actionable advice, about an existing or emerging threat to assets that can be used to take decisions” [5]. It answers the questions like what methods are being
used by attackers? What is their motive? What platform they are targeting at? etc. Secureworks [6] identifies
CTI as a service, which is intended to help clients by providing them with early warnings on emerging threats,
vulnerabilities and consultation with the threat intelligence group to have discussion on the same. Threat
∗ Department of Computer Science and Engineering, PEC University of Technology, Chandigarh, India and Department of
Computer Science and Engineering, Chitkara University Institute of Engineering and Technology, Chitkara University, India
(ekta.gandotra@gmail.com)
† Department of Computer Science and Engineering, PEC University of Technology, Chandigarh, India (divya@pec.ac.in)
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intelligence doesn’t only provide general threat information, but also aid in prediction of a particular threat
to a specific organization in future. The security community requires the methods that have the capability to
provide the situational awareness and would have the ability to proactively detect and respond to new malware
threats. Therefore, it is imperative to obtain CTI about the evolving malware internally as well as from the
external sources. The intelligent information so obtained can help the organizations and other stakeholders to
focus and prioritize the defensive methods used to deal with future threats [7].
This paper proposes the design of a framework for generating CTI (specifically targeting the malware threat),
which on the other hand can act as EWS. It provides the detailed description of the framework explaining all
its components and various modules along with their functionality. It describes various tools and methodologies
used for the framework design. The framework, when deployed in a cloud environment can analyze and distinguish malicious traffic from the benign one and can provide security-as-a-service. It also presents the real-time
testing of the proposed framework which is realized by designing a prototype for providing security-as-a-service.
This type of intelligence can help the security analysts to take the preventive measures to stop the future attacks
or to minimize the risks posed by them.
2. Framework Design and Architecture. This section provides an overview of the design and architecture of the framework for generating malware threat intelligence. Investigation of the incidents or changes
caused by a malicious program on the victim machine can definitely help in its detection and take preventive
measures to avoid similar attacks in future. Table 2.1 briefly describes the steps involved in the process of
malware detection and prediction which is the significant part of malware threat intelligence framework.
Table 2.1
Steps for generating malware threat intelligence

Step 1: Incident Response
Step 1.1 Data Capturing
Step 1.2 Malware Detection
Step 1.3 Incident Reporting
Step 2: Conduct In-depth and Conclusive Analysis
Step 2.1 Data Acquisition and Preparation
Step 2.2 Malware Analysis
Step 2.3 Malware Classification and Threat Assessment
Step 2.4 Visualization and Reporting

Each step is further comprised of several sub-steps. The detailed process is described by using a flow
diagram shown in Fig. 2.1. The process begins by the definition of the Scope and Purpose of the task. The
purpose of performing malware analysis could be to identify or detect zero-day malware and to get prepared to
prevent their future occurrences and/or to identify the source of malware attack and to study the behavioral
trends to take the preventive measures to stop such attacks in future or to minimize the risks posed by them.
In the Groundwork step, the sources from where data is to be captured/collected are identified. Proper
permission and rights are obtained from the concerned authorities and administrators.
Data Acquisition is the step where network data is monitored to identify and capture malicious data or
it is acquired from various Virus collection databases which are available for download in the public domain
after free registration. The clean files can be acquired manually from System32 directories of Windows 2000,
Windows 2003, Windows XP and Windows 7. After collecting random malicious samples from diverse sources,
these are scanned using an Anti-Virus (AV) tool in the Data Preparation step to confirm them as malicious
and then filtered to keep only the unique malware (based on their MD5 hashes). Automated Malware
Analysis is performed by executing the acquired malicious and clean files in the sandboxed environment to
produce the analysis reports which are preserved in the Data Preservation step. These reports are then
studied and analyzed to identify useful features. The irrelevant features are removed in Feature Extraction
step. Data Mining involving machine learning and statistical modeling is used for knowledge discovery in the
data. Supervised machine learning algorithms are used in our present work to build the classification models
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Fig. 2.1. Malware detection and prediction process.

for zero-day malware detection which are then compared to finalize the most suitable one. An unsupervised
Fuzzy modeling is used to assess the threat level of a malware on the basis of which it could be prioritized
for performing manual analysis. Evaluation and Analysis is the key step of the process. The machine
learning algorithms are evaluated for their performance. The evaluation and analysis results are presented in
Visualization step. Data visualization is the graphical representation of data which is helpful for obtaining
an overall view and locating important aspects within the dataset. Reporting is the concluding step of the
process in which the generated intelligent information is shared with security experts and other stakeholders.
On the basis of this information, they issue early warnings and corresponding remedial actions to be taken to
deal with emerging malware threats.
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Fig. 2.2. Design overview.

2.1. Design. The proposed framework has been designed while keeping in mind the objectives like extensibility, scalability, quick incident reporting and efficiency. Fig. 2.2 shows an overview of the design of the
proposed framework. Broadly the design can be classified into three phases. After acquiring the malware
samples, these are scanned with AV engines in the first phase so as to filter out according to the family to
which they belong or on the basis of the operating system they target. Thereafter, these are made to execute
in the sandboxed environment to generate malware analysis reports. These reports are then analyzed to gain
insight into the malware behavior. In the 2nd phase, pattern matching is done on the malware behavior data
and classification model is built to detect zero-day malware and also their threat level is assessed so that these
specimens could be prioritized for allocating resources in order to perform closer manual analysis. This phase
raises alerts and creates logs containing information about the detected malware and their threat level. For the
newly detected malware samples, signature generation is done and is stored in the database repository. For the
next phase, malware behavioral trend analysis is performed and visualized to have an insight into the malware
behavior. The information so obtained can be shared with security agencies and other stakeholders so that they
can issue advisories and preventive measures to be taken to deal with future malware threats.
2.2. Architecture. This section gives the detailed description of architecture of the complete system.
The proposed framework has the capability to provide a greater awareness of emerging threats and can deal
with malicious programs in a proactive way. It combines the malware analysis data consisting of behavioral
attributes, their classification into the existing families or identifying those which don’t fall under any class,
signature generation, malware detection, their behavioral trend analysis etc. The main components of the
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Fig. 2.3. Architecture of proposed framework.

architecture are shown in fig. 2.3 and are discussed in what follows.
2.2.1. Malware Data Sources. Random malware specimens can be acquired from various Virus collection repositories after free registration. These can also be collected by designing a web-portal where the users
are permitted to submit suspicious/malicious samples. Another way to collect malicious files is to capture and
monitor user’s network traffic.
2.2.2. Malware Analysis Engine. Malware analysis is the skill of dissecting malicious programs for
understanding their functionalities and potential impact on the victim machine. It is performed using two
broad methods: Static malware analysis (code analysis) and dynamic malware analysis (behavioral analysis).
Static malware analysis is performed by examining the binary file without executing it. Dynamic malware
analysis, on the other hand, is performed by monitoring its behavior while it is being executed in the virtual
environment [8]. Academicians and Industrialists working on malicious programs use these techniques to have an
understanding of their functionalities & motives and thus the menace level posed by them. With the intention
of resolving the challenges raised by the large volume of malware samples, automated malware analysis is
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Fig. 2.4. Architecture of Cuckoo sandbox [9].

used. It automatically executes the malicious binaries in a sandboxed environment and generates the reports
containing both static and dynamic features of malware programs. A comparison of tools and techniques for
performing static, dynamic and automated malware analysis is carried out in [9]. It also provides the examples
from the literature that use different malware analysis techniques for extracting their behavioral attributes and
use machine learning algorithms for discriminating malicious programs from benign ones.
In order to develop the malware intelligence component, malicious binaries targeting Windows operating
systems are acquired from Virusshare1 . These specimens are then scanned using AVAST2 AV and filtered to
keep only the unique MD5 hash files. Subsequently, these are executed automatically (using a python script)
in a sandboxed environment set up at Cyber Security Research Centre (CSRC), PEC University of Technology,
Chandigarh, India. We used Brad Accuvant3 , a modified version of Cuckoo sandbox4 for this purpose which
offers numerous improvements over regular Cuckoo. It is an open source automated malware analysis system
developed in python. It consists of central management software for handling the task of malware analysis.
The main constituents of Cuckoo’s architecture are: host machine and a number of guest machines as explained
in [10]. The host machine runs the core component of the sandbox whose function is to manage the complete
analysis process and the guest machines are the isolated environments where malware specimens get executed
safely. Fig. 2.4 depicts the high level design of Cuckoo’s architecture.
Cuckoo provides a series of Python scripts to hook into and examine malware activities while it is being
executed. The system uses CuckooMon as the core element that provides it the capability to monitor a malicious
sample by intercepting its execution flow. It is configured on a server with Ubuntu LTS 14.04 as the host machine
and Windows XP, SP3 as the guest machine using Oracle VirtualBox5 . It is available as open-source and has
the ability to create multiple isolated virtual machines running different operating systems (shown in fig. 2.5).
It has the ability to create current snapshot of complete virtual hard-disk that can be restored to its saved
stage at any time. It also includes command line management interface which can perform everything that
1 www.virusshare.com
2 www.avast.com
3 www.github.com/brad-accuvant
4 www.cuckoosandbox.org
5 www.virtualbox.org/
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Fig. 2.5. VirtualBox as virtualization software.

can be done using Graphical User Interface (GUI). Due to all these functionalities, VirtualBox is used for the
proposed system. It contains command line interface Vboxmanage, which provides the commands to manage
virtual machine easily. For instance, to start and stop virtual machine and restore it to clean stage, which is
very important while dealing with malware specimens.
After executing the files in the virtual environment, Cuckoo generates malware analysis reports in different
formats like Java Script Object Notation (JSON), Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), Portable Document
Format (PDF) etc. to make these user friendly. The reports generated are then parsed to obtain the various
malware features such as MD5, file name, file size, timestamp of malware creation, packer used, suspicious
section, dropped files, mutex creation, file system activities, registry activities, network activities and services
created etc. These malware features are then used as a basis for generating malware intelligence.
2.2.3. Malware Intelligence Engine. Providing intelligence of the cybercrime and investigating complex
threats is very crucial. Malware intelligence includes samples’ analysis report, information regarding detection
of new malware specimens, their signatures, behavioral profile and other informative knowledge about the
malicious program which can be used for generating early warnings. The following techniques (as a part of this
component) have been proposed for generating malware threat intelligence.
• Zero-Day Malware Detection: The traditional defenses like AV software and IDS/IPS typically rely
on signature-based methods and are unable to detect previously unseen malware to offer immediate
protection as these are needed to be analyzed before creating signatures for them. In order to solve
this issue, static or dynamic malware analysis is being used along with machine learning algorithms for
malware detection and classification [11][12], but the main problem with these systems is that they have
high false positive and false negative rate. Another problem is that the process of building classification
model takes time (due to large feature set) which hinders the early detection of malware. So the challenge
is to select the relevant set of features so that the classification model can be built in less time with high
accuracy. A survey conducted by Gandotra et al. [13] on malware analysis and classification clearly
shows that a single approach, either static or dynamic can’t classify the malware specimens accurately.
So, a hybrid technique integrating both static attributes and dynamic behaviors is required for better
malware detection and classification. After performing malware analysis, the obtained features are
pre-processed and specific features are selected along with machine learning techniques to detect and
classify zero-day malware. We proposed a malware classification system [14], which uses integration of
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both static and dynamic features for distinguishing malware files from clean ones using machine learning
algorithms with the aim of achieving excellent classification accuracy. The malware features which are
used in this work include suspicious section count and function call frequency (static features) and file
& network activities (dynamic features). This malware detection system is able to achieve an accuracy
of 99.58% for the machine learning algorithm, Random Forest. In order to improve the classification
model building time, we conducted another set of experiments [15] which considers the integration of
both static and dynamic analysis features of malware binaries followed by a filter approach for selecting
relevant set of features. Static and dynamic analysis features considered together provide high accuracy
for distinguishing malware binaries from clean ones and the relevant feature selection process improves
the model building time without compromising the accuracy of malware detection system.
• Malware Threat Assessment: Industries providing Anti-malware solutions need the skilled analysts
and a large number of hardware resources to analyze the malicious programs more closely. The malware
samples are increasing in volume day by day which makes it difficult to assign such a large number of
resources for conducting a closer analysis. Thus, it is required to find a way to prioritize the newly
discovered malicious programs for assigning such resources in order to conduct closer manual analysis.
This component is designed to compute the threat or damage posed by a piece of malware (to a victim
machine) automatically as soon as it appears in the wild [16]. The first step of this component involves
a novel categorization of malware behaviors. This categorization is done using MAEC6 (Malware
Attribute Enumeration and Characterization) framework. The second step involves computing the
impact of each behavior on the victim machine. It is done by assigning a weight to each behavior on
the basis of its adverse effects on Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability of the target system and
it’s resources. The malicious programs use evasion techniques to evade their detection and to avoid
the static and dynamic malware analysis. The evasion techniques used by each malware are reviewed
to find their sophistication level. The third step involves designing a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS).
We used Mamdani model [17], which is the most popularly used for representing human reasoning. It
describes the association between fuzzy variables. The designed FIS takes malware behavioral impact
and the sophistication level as the input variables and provide the threat level of a malware as the
output variable. Based on these threat levels, the malicious programs can be prioritized for allocating
resources for conducting a closer manual analysis.
2.2.4. Visualization and Reporting. The intelligence generated in the modules of above mentioned
component is visualized and the reports generated regarding malware behavior are stored in the database
repository. This behavioral information can be further analyzed to have an insight into the changing trends
of malware behavior. We conducted a statistical trend analysis of behavioral attributes of about 0.1 million
historical malware specimens collected from diverse sources [18]. We also highlighted the challenges evolving
out of these trends and provided the future research directions to malware analysts and security researchers.
The intelligent information or insight so obtained about malware threats can be shared with Computer Emergency Response Teams (CERTs), security agencies and other stakeholders near real-time and thus act as an
early warning system. This information can be shared with the stakeholders using threat Information sharing
Standards like Structured Threat Information Expression (STIX) [19], Trusted Automated Exchange of Indicator Information (TAXII) [20] and Cyber Observable Expression (CybOX) [21], which are the efforts to enable
automated cyber threat information sharing across various security organizations and stakeholders.
3. Framework Realization. This section explains the integration of all the tools and methodologies used
for testing the proposed framework. It is realized by designing a prototype capable of providing security-asa-service. The Squid proxy server 7 has been used for capturing the network traffic while implementing the
proposed framework. The complete workflow of the system has been divided into two halves: Online Mode and
Offline Mode and is depicted in the fig. 3.1. The step by step description of both the modes along with their
implementation is discusses as follows.

6 https://maec.mitre.org/
7 www.squid-cache.org
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Fig. 3.1. System prototype for providing security-as-a-service.

Online Mode
The first step in the process is to capture the Internet traffic, especially the URLs the user is accessing. For
this purpose, a Squid proxy server is installed in the transparent mode. The entire URL requests made by the
users are captured by Squid, and forwarded to the url rewrite program to process the URL before request gets
completed.
• After the url rewrite program receives the URL requested by the user, the complete content of that URL
is fetched (including its css, JavaScript, images, .exe and everything else it contains). These fetched
contents are then verified against set of viruses’ signatures that are acquired from an open source AV
engine, AVAST. If signature matches, user is redirected to an Alert Page (as explained in next step) else
the user is allowed to continue browsing and for detecting zero-day malware in the suspicious traffic,
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Fig. 3.2. Malicious requests against total requests.

Fig. 3.3. Malware family classification.

the control goes to the offline mode.
• After it is found that the user is accessing some malicious content, instead of completing the request,
user is warned by redirecting to alert page which has been hosted on the same system using Apache2
server and Python flask web development environment. It gives the details about what URL user tried
to access, from which IP address and what was the kind of the malware.
Offline Mode
• In the offline mode, an automated analysis is performed for the suspicious files. In this process, every
sample is made to execute automatically through a python script in a virtual environment created using
Cuckoo sandbox and virtualbox which generates the comprehensive information in the form of malware
analysis reports.
• These reports are then analyzed for selecting relevant set of features which are then used to predict
whether the content is malicious or not using machine learning algorithms. If a new malware is detected
at this stage, then its signature is generated and the existing malware signature database (in the online
mode) is updated so that it can be detected in real-time next time.
• After classifying malware into different classes, the damage capability level of a malware is computed
which can help in providing early warnings about it so that immediate attention could be paid to it in
terms of allocating resources for performing closer analysis.
For real-time testing purpose, the system was deployed at the premises of STPI (Software Technology
Parks of India), Mohali and real-time Internet traffic was routed through it for 2 hours. A total of 1,84,000
URL requests were routed through the system. These were analyzed and results were logged in a log file for
further analysis and reporting purpose. It is found that out of all analyzed requests, 4% were detected to be
malicious (fig. 3.2). Out of the total malicious activities, more than 80% were worms (fig. 3.3).
From the log files generated while monitoring network traffic, other type of analysis can be performed in
terms of number of total malware detected, number of unknown malware detected, total number of attacks etc.
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The changing trends of malware attack can be studied to have an idea about the future attacks and preventive
measures to be taken to stop these attacks or to implement risk mitigation strategies.
4. Conclusion. In this era, the Internet consists of dynamic, virtualized and scalable resources which are
provided as services. Due to the tremendous increase in these services over the Internet, an easy way opens up
for attackers to carry out malicious activities. As a result the end-users have to deal with a flux of new malware
threats, which are persistent, stealthy and advanced. The traditional anti-malware solutions are not able to
deal with the current threat landscape. So, there is a need to shift from traditional cyber security to cyber
threat intelligence. The intelligence must be collected from multiple sources, analyzed efficiently and shared
in standard formats within no time so that it can be leveraged and included into security systems for taking
preventive measures. This paper discussed the high level design and the detailed architecture of the framework
for generating malware threat intelligence. The intelligent information generated can be shared with security
agencies so that they can issue advisories and preventive measures to deal with future malware threats.
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AN ENERGY EFFICIENT AND TRUST AWARE FRAMEWORK FOR SECURE ROUTING
IN LEACH FOR WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS
ARZOO MIGLANI∗, TARUNPREET BHATIA†, GAURAV SHARMA‡, AND GULSHAN SHRIVASTAVA§
Abstract. Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is an advanced technology and has been used widely in many applications such as
health monitoring, environment monitoring, military purpose etc. Nature of this network is that they are often placed in an open
environment and are susceptible to various attacks. Traditional cryptography methods are not supportable in WSNs as they have
high energy and resource constraints. Trust management has been proved to be an effective measure to enhance security as well as
to handle threats for WSNs. Trust can be defined as level of reliableness in a node. Low Energy Adaptive Clustering (LEACH) is a
cluster based routing protocol for WSN which is superior to direct communication protocol and known for its minimum transmission
energy. However, LEACH itself has some limitations related to security. In this paper, an energy efficient and trust aware framework
for secure routing in LEACH (EETA-LEACH), has been proposed that improves LEACH protocol by introducing trust to provide
secure routing, while maintaining originality of LEACH protocol. This approach is a combination of trust-based routing module
and trust management module that works together to select trusted Cluster Head (CH). The simulation results demonstrate that
proposed scheme is better in terms of network lifetime and Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR). It is verified that malicious nodes will
not be selected as CH and trust value of a malicious node decreases with time.
Key words: WSNs: Wireless Sensor Networks, Trust Management, Cluster-Based WSNs, LEACH.
AMS subject classifications. 68M12

1. Introduction. Wireless sensor network is an infrastructure less network that consists of large number
of sensor nodes distributed over an area to monitor and to collect a certain amount of data. However, WSNs
are placed in an open environment and hence are susceptible to various kind of attacks. A node may get
attacked by adversary and disrupt normal working of sensor network. Moreover, other security mechanism
such as asymmetric cryptographic algorithm depends upon high computational capacity, power and resource
[1, 2] and it is easy for an adversary to steal keys. Other mechanism such as authentication, message integrity,
confidentiality has also being proposed to solve security issues but all these methods are only helpful in providing
assurance towards outsider attacks. Therefore, trust management is an efficient solution for a compromised
network and preventing internal attacks. Trust can be explained as a belief in reliableness of other node that
is how much a node has confidence in establishing a secure communication with other node. Trust algorithm
proposed in this paper is an extension of [3]. The motive of this paper is also same that is to remove flaws in
LEACH by introducing secure cluster based selection. LEACH [4] is clustering based approach where nodes
arrange themselves into local area called clusters. After every round a new cluster head is selected to balance
energy load. Every new round starts with Set-up phase proceeded by Steady-state phase. In Set-up phase
clusters are formed based on some threshold value which is given as below in Eq. 1.1.
(
)
p
T (n) =
(1.1)
1 − p × rmod( p1 )
After this sensor nodes will decide which cluster head to choose based on signal strength. Next based on strength
of sensor in a cluster, cluster head will form a TDMA schedule and each node is supposed to transmit within
their allotted slot. After collecting data from every cluster members, CH aggregates data and then forwards
data to BS.
But there are some problems associated with LEACH. Though cluster head selection procedure ensures
that all nodes would get an equal chance to become cluster head but energy factor is not considered while
selecting cluster head. After a time period, it is likely that a node with low energy may get selected as cluster
head [5]. Another problem is that different cluster head elected would have different distance to base station,
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so their energy needs would also be different [6]. In addition, in large network, CH which is located at more
distance from BS has to adopt multipath which consumes high energy. Moreover, energy demands for intra
cluster communication are less than inter cluster communication. LEACH is completely dependent on cluster
head for transmission and aggregation of data and a compromised cluster head would drop packets and may
not perform task assigned to it thus making an unsecure network. Thus it is very important to choose a trusted
CH. In this paper an improvement in LEACH protocol has been proposed, while maintaining the routing of
original LEACH protocol.
In section 2, related work is discussed for enhancing lifetime of sensor network as well as some cluster based
trust management schemes has been described. Proposed algorithm is presented in section 3. Section 4 presents
simulation results followed by conclusion and future scope in section 5.
2. Related Work. Traditional methods of cryptography such as TinySec [7] can be used in prevention of
external attacks in WSNs but they cannot block internal attacks. Watchdog and pathrater [8] were the initial
work for enhancing security by means of trust. LEACH has inspired design of other cluster based protocol. As
LEACH relies completely on selected cluster head for aggregation and transmission of data, so it is important to
elect a reliable cluster head. Trust-based Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (T-LEACH) [9] designed by
Song, Fei et al. proposed a trust based leach protocol that contains two components that is monitoring module
and trust evaluation module. Routing part is same as original protocol; cluster head selection is dependent on
trust value of cluster heads. With help of trust update slots new trust value are calculated and shared among
cluster members. T-LEACH helps in less data loss than LEACH.
With a similar motive an improvement of LEACH Routing Protocol Based on Trust for Wireless Sensor
Networks [10] (TM-LEACH) is proposed by Wang Weichao et al. where a cluster head adjusting procedure is
introduced that create multipath with elected cluster head acting as routers. TM-LEACH ensures reliability of
data transmission. Rather than relying on optimal solutions Dhulipala et al. proposed A Heuristic Approach
Based Trust Worthy Architecture [11]. This model has taken mobility of nodes into account for better trust
aggregation. Distributed trust is calculated within a cluster where every node calculates trust of every other
node and centralized trust is calculated based on overall cluster performance. If more than 80% of nodes are
trusted then cluster will be declared as a secure for communication There are many improvements in LEACH
which has been proposed in literature, [12, 13, 14] proposed schemes for energy efficient LEACH, [15, 16]
proposed work for better cluster head selection
CONFIDANT [17] is available with several versions, it is proposed with a trust manager along with a reputation system which analyzes the events described by the watchdog, then detecting and removing misbehaving
nodes from network. J. Manickam. et al. [18] proposed another fuzzy based solution in 2014. This scheme
has less overhead with respect to energy and memory consumption. Trust is calculated at both intra-cluster
and inter-cluster level. Inside a cluster to reduce communication overhead only direct trust is calculated. At
inter-cluster level both of direct as well as indirect trust is calculated. Direct trust is calculated using a sliding
time window scheme. For calculating indirect trust recommendation are considered, for requesting a recommendation a trust request (TREQ) message is broadcasted to all neighbours whosoever comes in transmission
range. For deciding final trust fuzzy if and then rules are applied to three parameters that are: direct trust,
Recommendation inconsistency and number of fluctuations.
In 2011, Senthilkumar [19] et al. introduced Honey Bee Mating algorithm to select cluster head but security
issues in cluster head selection were not considered. Sahoo et al.[20] in 2015 proposed a energy efficient cluster
based model. The crux of the paper is to prevent malicious nodes of the network to be a cluster head. The
proposed algorithm uses a light weight dynamic trust algorithm in addition with Honey Bee Mating algorithm
to elect most eligible member as cluster head. To implement the routing part, LEACH is used as base protocol.
Trust calculated by sensor nodes can be used by can be used by secure localization as proposed by Peng Li et
al. [21] in 2017. The approach introduced has improvised security by identifying malicious nodes and detecting
Sybil attack. In 2015 wei Luo et al. [22] proposed a scheme to detect internal as well as external attack. In order
to detect external attack SHA-1 hashing algorithm is used, to differentiate normal nodes from noxious nodes
and to detect internal attack trust values of nodes are used. In addition to this, to maintain confidentiality
the message between nodes are encrypted using asymmetric or symmetric key cryptography. Several Routing
Framework using key management protocols over past years. Secure trust based key management(STKF) [23]
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is such a protocol for secure routing of data from source to destination using trust values of nodes. In this
protocol, global trust value of routing path is computed by considering multiplication of trust values of nodes
in route. Source node will select its authentic neighboring node to securely forward the data and neighbor
selection will be done taking distance and trust relation between nodes.However,to avoid hacking of data and
to maintain privacy data transmitted will be locked wit common pair of key. Another approach is proposed by
yuxin liu et al.[24] to avoid black hole attack by using trust values. Source node will select its neighbour as
next hop that has less distance with sink node and has trust values above the predefined threshold.
3. Proposed Model. For executing trust mechanism for sensor networks environment, following assumptions have been made:
• There are some malicious nodes present in the network
• BS has unlimited source of energy and it is free from any kind of attack
• If a node is performing some malicious activity then it will be penalized and its trust value will decrease.
• If a node is showing good behaviour, it will be rewarded and its trust value will be increased.
• Malicious nodes present in network are consuming more energy and dropping more packets than normal
nodes.
Aim of this protocol is to choose trusted CH i.e. nodes with less trust value or less energy should not be selected
as CH. Proposed work can be divide into two main modules that is trust management module and trust based
routing module [9]. Figure 3.1 represents overall architecture of proposed algorithm.
• Trust Management Module: This module calculates trust based upon remaining energy, PDR and
distance.
• Trust-Based Routing Module: It is almost same as basic LEACH protocols with some changes in
it. Trust-based routing module uses trust management module to perform secure routing.
An improvement in LEACH protocol has been proposed, while maintaining the routing of original LEACH
protocol. The scheme used to calculate trust is described below: Inputs
• Network area
• Number of nodes
Nodes will be randomly distributed in given area. Every node runs with an energy watcher, PDR calculator,
distance estimator and trust supervisor [25, 26, 27]. Energy Watcher will calculate remaining energy of neighbour
nodes and CHs, PDR calculator will calculate PDR of every node based upon number of packets dropped by
node, Distance Manager will calculate and maintain distance between node and neighbours node along with
CH distance with node.Trust Supervisor will maintain trust level of neighbouring nodes and CHs elected. For
calculating trust value three factors will be considered that are remaining energy, PDR and distance i.e. nodes
with high remaining energy, high PDR, and less distance between subject node and evaluated node will have
more trust value and thus have high chances of becoming CH as compared to those nodes with low trust value,
low PDR and high distance between nodes.
The four components of a node will work as follows:
• Energy Watcher: It will keep track of remaining energy of nodes. Energy model for the network is
discussed as: To transmit a k-bit message with a distance of d, energy consumption can be calculated
by Eq. 3.1:
(3.1)

Et = Ee (k, d) + Ea (k, d)

where Et is the transmitting energy, Ee is energy required to run transmitter and receiver circuitry, Ea
is transmitter amplifier energy and energy required to receive any packet can be calculated by Eq. 3.2:
(3.2)

Er = k ∗ Ee

Hence energy will be consumed while transmitting or receiving packets in the network. As sensor
networks are deployed in area where it is not possible to charge these nodes timely, so protocol designed
should be energy efficient to save energy of these nodes and increasing network lifetime.
• PDR Calculator: This component will keep track of PDR. From the past records PDR calculator
will maintain total number of packets sent to BS and how many of them are actually received by BS.
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Fig. 3.1. System Architecture

Packets may be intentionally dropped by malicious node. Another reason for packets drop may be poor
network connectivity. Nodes with high PDR will have high trust value and node with low PDR will
have less trust value. Formula for PDR can be given by Eq. 3.3:
(3.3)

P acket Delivery Ratio =

P ackets Rcvd
P ackets T o BS

where Packets Rcvd are total number of packets received by BS and Packets To BS are total number
of packets sent to BS.
• Distance Estimator: This component will keep track of distance between nodes. If distance between
evaluated node and subject node is less, a high trust value will be assigned to evaluated node otherwise
if distance between subject node and evaluated node is high, then low trust value will be assigned to
node. Hence trust value is inversely proportional to distance between nodes. Also this component will
keep track of distance between nodes and CH.
• Trust Supervisor: This component will maintain trust values of nodes that will be used by routing
module for trusted CH election and secure routing. The working of trust supervisor is being discussed
in trust management module.
3.1. Trust Management Module. For calculating trust, trust supervisor will calculate both direct and
indirect trust and final trust will be calculated by aggregating both trust values [28]. Direct trust is that trust
which is calculated by nodes itself without scanning opinion of other nodes. Direct trust will be calculated
based on past and present interactions of nodes. In order to save energy, sometimes it is not possible for a node
to calculate direct trust of other nodes; in that case nodes will take recommendations from other nodes which
will result in indirect trust. Indirect trust is also called second hand trust. In this model trust is calculated
by considering energy, distance and PDR as trust metric. Nodes with high remaining energy, high PDR, less
distance between nodes will have more trust value as compared to those nodes with less remaining energy, less
PDR, more distance between nodes. As shown in Fig. 3.2 a subject node is one which wants to calculate trust
of other node, evaluated node is one whose trust value is to be calculated, recommendation nodes are those
whose opinions are considered for calculating indirect trust. Total trust of evaluated node will be computed by
using both direct as well as indirect trust.
An initial trust of 0.5 is assigned to every node.The trust value of nodes can range between[0,1], where 1
represents that node is fully trustworthy, 0 represents complete distrust, 0.5 represents a normal trust value which
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Fig. 3.2. Trust Relationship

can be ignored. For calculating direct trust, trust supervisor will interact with energy watcher, PDR calculator
and distance estimator. For calculating direct trust, first trust supervisor will check remaining energy, and
then a series of if-then rules will be applied to remaining energy, by comparing remaining energy with threshold
value trust values will be assigned to nodes. Threshold values are selected by analyzing remaining energy after a
particular round. Nodes will be awarded or penalized based upon the results after comparing remaining energy
with threshold value. A node will be rewarded if its remaining energy is high after a particular round and if at
the same round node is having less energy as compared to threshold then it will be penalized.
Once remaining energy has been checked, next trust supervisor will check PDR of nodes. PDR of nodes is
compared with thresholds and then accordingly reward or penalty will be given. A node with high PDR will
be rewarded and the nodes which drop more number of packets will have less PDR and hence penalized.
Further trust is dependent on another factor that is distance between nodes. If distance between nodes is
high then corresponding trust of the node will be more and vice-versa. Hence direct trust can be calculated
based upon aggregation of three factors.
Next, indirect trust will be calculated based on recommendations considered from other nodes. Indirect
trust is the sum of trust values calculated by other nodes and given by Eq. 3.4:
∑
C
ITA→B
=
DTA→C × DTC→B
(3.4)
C
C
where, ITA→B
is indirect trust of B calculated by A considering recommendation from C and C =
̸ A; and are
the direct trust value calculated by A forC and C for B. For calculating final total trust both of direct and
indirect trust will be aggregated as given below by Eq. 3.5:

(3.5)

C
T TA→B = wDTA→B + (1 − w)ITA→B

T TA→B is the total trust of node A on node B, w is the weight associated with direct and indirect trusts. A
higher value of w signifies that sensor nodes relies more on its own judgment whereas a lower value of w signifies
that sensor nodes has more trust on recommendations provided by other nodes. Final trust values of nodes will
be stored by Trust Supervisor.
3.2. Trust-Based Routing Module. Routing module consists of two main phases: Set-up phase and
Steady-state phase. In Set-up phase clusters are arranged and selected followed by .steady-state phase where
nodes will transmit data to BS.
1. Set-up phase
a) Advertisement phase
This phase is same as in original LEACH protocol but for increasing lifetime of network energy factor is
considered while selecting CH, so that the nodes with less energy should not get selected as CH. The number
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Table 3.1
Neighbour CH Information
Attribute
ID
EREM
Tnode
DBs
EC
Nnearest

Description
ID of neighbouring CH
Remaining energy of CH
Final trust of neighbouring CH
Minimum distance of neighbouring CH from BS
How many times Neighbouring CH is elected as CH
Whether nearest neighbour or not

of nodes elected as CH with low energy will be less thus increasing network lifetime. To start procedure of CH
election, node will select a random number between 0-1. If the number chosen is less than threshold value of
node, node will be selected as CH otherwise not. The threshold value can be given by Eq. 3.6:
(
)
p
EREM
(3.6)
T (n) =
,n ∈ G .
×
EIN T
1 − p × rmod( p1 )
where p is the desired percentage of CHs, G is set of nodes that have not been elected as cluster-heads in the
last 1/p rounds and r is the current round, EREM is remaining energy of node and EIN T is initial energy of
node. After this phase, nodes has list of all eligible CH members.
Trusted CH Arranging Procedure
After CH has been elected, now elected CH will find all its CH neighbours [10, 29] and all information
regarding CH neighbour will be collected from energy watcher, trust supervisor and distance manager. CH will
maintain information of neighbour CH in form of a table. Each node will maintain an entry corresponding to
every attribute mentioned in Table 3.1.
Now CH will examine whether neighbour is nearest neighbour or not and this will be decided by comparing
distance of nodes with D. Equation 3.7 gives the value of D. Distance between CHs will be calculated with
signal strength. If distance calculated is less than D then Nnearest = 1 else it is 0.
√
1
D = å ×
×L
(3.7)
πK
where L is the side length of the square area where sensor nodes are deployed, K is the number of cluster-heads,
åis an adjusting factor. This will uniformly cover whole area CHs. If number of nearest neighbour CH is greater
than 0 then CH will calculate trust weight associated with every nearest neighbour CH and trust weight, WT
is calculated by Eq. 3.8:
(3.8)

WT = α ×

EREM
Tnode
d(CH, BS)
+β× ∑
+γ×
+ EC
EIN T
Tnode
ADcßBS

where, α, β, γ are the weight factors selected accordingly. As for this paper energy is already considered as
attribute for trust calculation, so for simulation a lower value of is considered. If some other attribute is selected
then a higher value for α should be considered otherwise β can have higher value and EC is number of times
node
∑ is selected as CH. Tnode is the trust value of neighbouring CH obtained from trust management module.
Tnode is aggregation of trust of all nearest neighbour CH. CH with heaviest trust weight value is selected as
new CH and will broadcast this information to other nodes and CH selected earlier will vanish. In addition,
minimum distance of node from BS is also considered. CH distance to BS is compared with other nodes CH
distance to BS and if difference between CH and BS is greater than predefined value, node will not be selected
as CH. d(CH, BS) is distance calculated between CH and BS and ADcßBS is the acceptable distance between
CH and BS. Hence CH selected with this procedure will be trusted, with better energy and will help in saving
energy as transmitting energy cost will be less.
b) Cluster Joining
In original protocol non-CH nodes join cluster based on signal strength received from CH but here nodes
will select their CH based on trust values of cluster nodes.
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c) Schedule Creation
CH receives all messages from nodes that would like to join cluster. Based upon strength of nodes in the
cluster, CH begins to create a TDMA schedule and assign slots to non-cluster nodes to send data as well as to
calculate trust value.
2. Steady State Phase
In steady state phase nodes will transmit sensed data to CH along with calculating trust. This phase can
be divided into two slots data slots and trust slots [9] . After end of this phase every other round begins with
set-up phase.
• Data Slots: Nodes will keep their transmitter on during their time slot only and will sense the data in
the same time slot and send sensed data to CH selected meanwhile other nodes transmitters are off in
order to save energy. It is assumed that CHs are having more energy than normal nodes so they keep
their receivers always on to receive data from non-CH nodes of the cluster.
• Trust Slots: During this slot trust supervisor will calculate trust associated with their neighbors and
CH based upon considered factors. Nodes update their trust value regularly. In addition, CH will
calculate trust of neighbour CHs in this slot and updates their table.
For communication within a cluster i.e. an intra-cluster communication, amplification energy must be
less than a inter-cluster communication that is a communication between CH and BS [6]. The reason
behind this is within a cluster distance between nodes is less, so less of energy is needed to transmit a
message as compared to inter-cluster communication. Therefore more energy could be saved.
4. Simulation Results. The proposed algorithm EETA-LEACH has been designed in MATLAB [30]. It
is considered that 100 nodes are randomly distributed over area of 100 × 100 m2 .
4.1. Selection of CH. Figure 4.1 shows random distribution of sensor nodes in an area of 100*100 sq.
units and LEACH protocol is simulated for routing purpose. There are some malicious nodes present in the
network. Malicious nodes are represented by a plus (+) sign, normal nodes are represented with a circle (o).
In addition selection of CH in particular round is also presented in Fig 4.1, nodes that are selected as cluster
head are represented with dark blue asterisk. It can be easily analyzed that if no security practises are adopted,
malicious nodes present in network could be selected as CH. Hence as a result, malicious CH selected would
drop packets received from cluster members witch in result reduce network performance.

Fig. 4.1. CH selection in LEACH

After implementing EETA-LEACH, it is verified that chances of selecting malicious nodes as CH are almost
negligible. In EETA-LEACH, CH is selected based upon trust values of nodes. Therefore selected CH will
not be malicious. The whole scenario is represented in Fig 4.2. Trusted CH selected is represented by Green
asterisk.
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Algorithm 1 Trust Calculation Algorithm
procedure Trust Calculation
input: Remaining energy, Packet delievery ratio,Distance between nodes
Every node is assigned with initial direct trust of 0.5
if(R.E >Th1)
DT= DT+5% of DT
elseif(Th2 <R.E <Th1)
DT=DT
elseif(R.E <Th2)
DT= DT-5% of DT
End
if(PDR >Th3)
DT=DT+5% of DT
elseif(Th4<PDR <Th3)
DT=DT
elseif(PDR <Th4)
DT= DT-5% of DT End
if(DS.N → E.N >Th5)
DT=DT+5% of DT
elseif(Th6 <DS.N → E.N <Th5)
DT=DT
elseif(DS.N → E.N <Th6)
DT= DT-5% of DT
end
Indirect trust will be calculated from recommendation nodes
TT= w *DT + (1-w)*IT
Notations:
DT= Direct Trust
IT= Indirect Trust
TT= Total Trust
Th=Threshold Value
DS.N→ E.N = Distance between subject node and evaluated node

Fig. 4.2. CH selection in EETA-LEACH
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4.2. Trust Evolution. Figure 4.3 plots trust value of a malicious node. Trust value of a malicious node
decreases as time increases. The value of w1 and w2 is chosen to be 0.5 and 0.5 respectively in Eq. 3.5, which
concludes that node is equally considering direct trust as well as recommended trust. At very first round node
will have direct trust of 0.5, no indirect trust will be considered at first round, hence total trust will constitute
to 0.5. Similarly at 10th round direct trust is 0.4800, indirect trust is 0.2438 and thus total trust is 0.3619
for this round. In the proposed model calculated trust is directly proportional to remaining energy and PDR,
as malicious node consumes more energy, drops more packets therefore its trust value decreases as number of
round increases.

Fig. 4.3. Trust evolution of a malicious node

4.3. Analysis of Packet Delivery Ratio. Figure 4.4 shows number of malicious node versus average
PDR. It could be observed that average PDR is 96% in EETA-LEACH and 91% in LEACH when there are no
malicious node present in the network. There would be some packet loss because of poor network connectivity.
Therefore PDR would not be 100% even if no malicious node present in the network. With presence of 5
malicious nodes in network EETA-LEACH network has PDR value of 0.9400 and LEACH has 0.8390, hence
after implementing EETA-LEACH PDR increases by 12%. Similarly when 15 malicious nodes are present PDR
is increased by 14% and with presence of 25 malicious nodes PDR increases by 21.5%. Hence it could be
concluded that after implementing EETA-LEACH average PDR ratio is increased by 15.8%. EETA-LEACH
has high average PDR as compared to leach because malicious nodes are not selected as CH and hence there is
less packet drop in the network. Moreover EETA-LEACH can help in avoiding selective forwarding attack.
4.4. Network Lifetime Comparison. While comparing network lifetime it has been observed that
EETA-LEACH has better lifetime when compared to LEACH as in LEACH there are many retransmissions
as compared to EETA-LEACH. In addition in EETA-LEACH less of malicious nodes would be selected as CH
so less consumption of energy as it is assumed that malicious nodes are consuming more energy. Moreover,
consumption of less energy while intra-cluster communication as compared to inter-cluster communication and
consideration of energy factor while selecting CH makes EETA-LEACH more energy efficient. It could be verified from figure 4.5 that in LEACH first node dies near 700th rounds as compared to EETA-LEACH where
first node dies at 1100th round. Figure 4.5 shows network lifetime comparison.
5. Conclusion and Future Scope. In this paper an energy efficient trust based approach has been proposed which is combination of trust-based routing module and trust management module. In trust management
module, trust supervisor calculates trust for nodes as well CH that can be used for trusted CH selection and
secure routing. Total trust value is a combination of direct trust that is calculated by node itself and indirect
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Fig. 4.4. Packet Delivery Ratio versus number of malicious node

Fig. 4.5. Network Lifetime Comparison

trust which is trust from recommendation nodes. Trust-based routing module modifies original LEACH. Routing module comprises of further four phases that are advertisement phase, cluster joining, schedule creation
and steady state phase. Nodes that are malicious in nature will have less PDR and consumes more energy. So
these malicious nodes will not be selected as CH because their computed trust value will be less. In addition,
routing module uses less energy for intra-cluster communication as compared to inter-cluster communication
which would help in improving network lifetime. Protocol performance is verified using MATLAB simulator.
It is verified that malicious nodes will not be selected as CH and trust value of a malicious node decreases
with time. Simulation results proved that proposed algorithm consumes less energy and improves PDR as there
are less number of retransmission. Average PDR is improved by 15.8%. In addition with implementation of
EETA-LEACH, network lifetime improves as first node dies at 1100th round in EETA-LEACH as compared to
LEACH where first node dies at 700th round. In future, this work could be extended by considering other types
of WSNs e.g. dynamic WSNs, heterogeneous WSNs. Other social trust attributes such as privacy, intimacy,
number of interaction could be considered in future to extend this work. Beside this trust model could be further
extended to develop lightweight algorithm to further reduce energy consumption. Memory requirement for this
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protocol are bit high as past records has to be stored by energy watcher, trust supervisor, PDR calculator. So
challenging problem is to reduce memory requirements. In this paper, nodes that have less PDR are considered
as malicious without considering the fact that less PDR could be less because of poor network connectivity, this
also motivates future work.
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Abstract. With the ever increasing acceptance of Online Social Networks (OSNs), a new dimension has evolved for communication amongst humans. People now share continuous streams of messages to contribute their interests, indications, discuss
activities, status, latest trends and much more. This gives an opportunity to monitor and mine the opinions of a large number
of online active population in real time. On one side where researchers can find out a pattern to judge the mood of the user, a
serious problem of detection of irony and sarcasm in textual data poses threat to the accuracy of the techniques evolved till date.
In this paper, we are proposing a deep learning based convolutional neural network method that focuses on the skip gram technique
to convert words to vectors and further to detect and identify the sarcasm and irony from the normal polarized text taken from
Twitter1 . We try to discover patterns from the textual datasets based on the identifiable features. Our approach is giving an
overall accuracy of 89.9%.
Key words: Online Social Networks (OSN), Sarcasm, Irony, Automation Techniques, Sentiment Analysis, Opinion Mining,
Deep Learning, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN).
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1. Introduction. The beginning of web 2.0 and Online Social Networking (OSNs) sites have given all new
dimension to the world of communication among each other and has provided ample of opportunity for taking
general public opinion to countable and provable patterns. Thus, these networks can be used as an effective
means to testify trends and popularity in topics ranging from entertainment, politics, environment, economic or
social issues and much more. Not, only people use standard languages like English, Spanish, German etc. but
they try to be innovative by using emotion icons also known as emoticons, hashtags#, URLs and many more
new things. People try to express themselves as much as possible whether they are happy or sad, annoyed or
frustrated, excited or anxious, one thing they do not miss is a status update or a tweet.
These Online Social Networks like Facebook2 , Twitter, Linkedin, are the virtual worlds or one can say the
second life to the people nowadays. Opinion mining is the sub-disciplines within the field of computational
linguistics and natural language processing which refers to the mining, classification and understanding the
mood and opinion of the people expressed in social networks, blogs, news forums and other user generated
content. Analysis of the sentiment is often used while performing opinion mining to identify the sentiment,
subjectivity, and other affecting states in user generated text. Around the globe researchers are analyzing
trends and tracking user activity to predict the big question ”What’s next???”. Not only this they are trying to
see what people like and what they hate. They are trying to find out patterns in user search queries, browsing
activity logs and much more. But one thing which from decades troubling the researchers in field of text and
sentiment analysis is usage of Irony and Sarcasm.
Sarcasm is a well known, commonly used and well-studied topic in linguistics. In spite of being so widely
used and being part of our speech, it’s inherently very challenging not only for machines but for humans also
to detect sarcasm in text. As the size of text communication is getting shorter day by day, this problem
of identification of sarcasm poses a real threat not only to the efficiency of the machine learning algorithms
but it’s a great threat to the ultimate sentiment of the sentence where it is used. So, if not crucial but it is
very important to address the problem of sarcasm in textual data for the further evolution and refinement of
the various systems used for analysis of the sentiments. Some studies suggest, the problem with sarcasm is
transformation of the overall polarity of the sentence apparently positive or negative to its opposite or negation.
The rest of the paper is as follows: section II talks about the basics of sentiment analysis and opinion mining,
majority focusing on the current state of the art. In section III, we discuss the overall status of the detection
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of the sarcasm in textual data. The introduction to convolutional neural networks (CNN) is discussed under
section IV. Here we have given a very brief introduction to what CNN’s are and how they work. Section V
discusses our methodology, where we explained the steps taken in this study for the detection of sarcasm in
text. Section VI provides us with the results we achieved using CNN’s for the detection of sarcasm, hence a
fusion of text analysis and evolutionary algorithm working in tandem. Conclusion and future scope of this work
has been discussed in section VII.
2. Sentiment Analysis and Opinion Mining. One thing that every person wants know that ”What
other people think” to help them in a decision making process. Many years before when we were at midst of
World Wide Web, we asked our friends for their recommendations on various topics like clothing, whom they are
planning to vote and much more. But with the help of Internet and technology at our disposal, it has become
a matter of mere asking to find out the opinions and experiences of the vast pool of people who are neither our
friends or acquaintance nor they are acclaimed professional critics - they are the ones we have never heard of.
On the contrary, the number of people giving their views and opinion on the Internet is increasing day by day.
According to a survey conducted in 2008 [1], almost 80% of the Internet population does online research before
buying any product at least once. Not to mention, but people do research about restaurants, hotels, places
to visit, various services (doctors, travels etc.) all the time, and this review system actually has a significant
impact on the purchase pattern of the user. We show urgency to share that goods and services consumption is
not the only motivation behind general user turning to seek online opinions and reviews. Gathering political
information and update is another trending topic that people usually do online. Recent studies [2, 3] show that
how a microblogging site can predict the results of the elections of various democracies like Germany, India and
much more. This hunger and dependency of the user upon the online review systems and recommendations
reveals one thing that people take interest in these new systems and take opinions of various users as a firsthand object. In [1], where authors claim that maximum people use and have positive experiences during online
product research, around 60% of the population still reports that either the information about the products they
are searching is missing, confusing or impossible to find. Similarly, in the case of elections result prediction [4],
authors mention the shortcomings while examining the predictive power of social media to display conflicting
results. Hence, there is a clear need to build better information systems than the systems which already exist.
2.1. Applications of Sentiment and Opinion Mining. Sentiments and opinions are central and integral part of almost all human activities. Whenever a decision is to be made by us we always look out for
others’ opinions and judgment. Businessmen, multi-billion dollars companies, or a naive user everyone needs
opinions and he/she would ask family and friends. But with the overwhelming growth of online social networks,
individual people and organizations are increasingly using the content for decision-making purposes.
2.2. Challenges in performing Sentiment and Opinion Analysis. Most of the techniques we studied
and reviewed suggested that there is a bag of words known as sentiment lexicon which helps and used to express
the positive and negative sentiment. Over many years in the past, researchers have designed algorithms and
proposed ways to compile a lexicon for the very same purpose of sentiment analysis. For example, good, great,
better, nice, wonderful, amazing are positive words and bad, no, not, poor, worse, terrible is set
some negative words.
These words worth a great deal to many but they are way far from sufficient to perform sentiment analysis.
Such lexicons are an integral part of the solution but they are not sufficient enough to perform the sentiment
analysis. Some of the key issues we faced understanding sentiment analysis are as:
1. Sarcasm is one of the most common problems faced by many researchers, it’s not only to find the
sentiment rather say if the sentence is sarcastic or not e.g. ”I enjoyed my cab ride by paying $107
for 2 miles, thanks Uber :(”. This practice is more common among political reviews and opinions as
compared to products and services.
2. The usage of sentiment lexicon words always make it easy for the automated detection of the sentiment
of the sentence. But sometimes, the phrase or sentence may not have any word from the lexicon arising
issues of correct classification. Most of the current systems would fail to classify them in correct bucket.
3. The exact orientation of the word used in the sentence may have opposite meaning and this depends
on the domain to domain. Taking these things into account poses serious threat to the overall accuracy
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and efficiency of the systems. Addressing all these problems need serious effort and dedication from the
community working in this area.
3. Sarcasm and Irony. It all started when human invented language to communicate with each other,
the way they discuss things, how they evolve solutions and also the art to amuse or mock others. Sarcasm is as
old as language itself. Although its occurrence is not limited to English it is inherited part of British culture.
For facts, BBC3 has its own page to teach non-native English speakers the art of using sarcasm in conversation.
According to Oxford English Dictionary sarcasm means a sharp, cutting expression or a remark, a taunt
or bitter gibe. Nowadays, people use sarcasm when they want to say something opposite to the truth, in order
to be funny, or just to make a point none the less. On the other hand, irony is considered to be a special kind
of sarcasm where users’ are just want to convey the opposite to the literal interpretation.
Starting from the known work by Tepperman et al. [5] dealt with the detection of sarcasm in speech,
the area has received wide interest from the natural language processing (NLP) community. Not only speech,
sarcasm detection has extended its sphere in various other data forms whether it’s the tweets, movies or products
reviews, and much more. Researchers have tried to evaluate and detect this form of a linguistic pattern via
rule-based, supervised, semi-supervised and many other techniques. This continuous effort by the community
people has resulted in new and interesting techniques for detection of sarcasm in textual data.
Some of the taxonomies already proposed in the literature are as:
1. In an article Camp [6] showed that usually there are four types of sarcasm: Embedded: This includes
words and phrases that are having absurdity attached to them. Like-prefixed: These are the sentences
and set of words which provide an implicit denial of the argument which has been made. Propositional:
Here the sarcasm is present as a non-sentiment proposition but it has an inbuilt sentiment attached to
it.
2. The famous 6-tuple representation, proposed by Ivanke and Pexman [7] in 2003, was an important
milestone in sarcasm identification in linguistics. They defined sarcasm consists of 6-tuples <S, H, C,
u, p, p’>where:
S= Speaker, H= Listener
C= Content, u= Utterance
p= Literal proposition
p’= Intended proposition
This can be read as Speaker S generates an utterance u in Context C meaning proposition p but
intending that hearer H understands p’. They quoted a various example in the article itself to show
that how the sentences can be divided or mapped on the 6 tuple representation.
3. Similarly, many studies have been proposed by Wilson [8] and Giora [10] where they mentioned about
situational disparity theory and negation theory of sarcasm respectively.
Many researchers treat irony and sarcasm as strongly related and sometimes equate these two terms in
their studies. In a study, Brown et.al.[10] gives warning that sarcasm is not a discrete logic or part of any
linguistic phenomenon but the irony is part of the verbal expression. Hence, researchers take the liberty of
using the term sarcasm through verbal irony is a better option. Considering all the definitions evolved by
researchers in [9, 11, 12, 13, 14], we came to a conclusion that utterance of sarcastic words involves a shift in
overall valence which can go either way: it could be a shift in the literally positive intended sentence to negative
or the vice-versa. The occurrence of sarcasm in written and spoken interaction may work differently. In the
spoken interactions, sarcasm is often marked with a modulation in the voice or special gesture which not used
for normal conversation, this can also be named as an incongruent facial expression [15, 16]. As we do not
have any special voice gesture or incongruent facial expression, thus, it is highly likely that most of the time
researchers may not be able to pick up the utterance of sarcasm and interpret them, same has been said by
authors in [17]. Some of the examples of sarcastic texts are:
1. The best feeling in the world is definitely being ignored. I love it #keepdoingit #bestthingever #sarcasm.
2. Absolutely adore it when my bus is late #sarcasm.
3 http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/radio/specials/1210/

how to converse/page13.shtml
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3. Wow GPRS data speeds are blazing fast :(. #beingsarcastic
4. Hes with his other woman: XBox 360. It’s 4:30 fool. Sure I can sleep through the gun - fire #sarcastic
#angry
3.1. Techniques to detect sarcasm. Researchers from different corners of the world are trying to identify
and work to solve the problem of detection of sarcasm in textual data. In an article, Davidov et.al. [18] wrote
that recognition of sarcasm can benefit multiple communities working in various areas of natural language
processing like a summarization of reviews, ranking systems, and dialog systems. In their technique, they
performed a semi-supervised method on two different type of data sets i.e. one comprised of Amazon’s product
reviews and other has Tweets collected from Twitter. They had an accuracy of more than 75% on the both
the datasets for identification of sarcasm and irony in them. They focused on the data specific features like
punctuations, hashtags(#), sentence syntax and more.
Similarly, authors in [19] collected a training set of almost 78 thousand Dutch tweets. Their results implicate
that irony and sarcasm in text is often signaled by a hyperbole, using intensifiers and exclamations, while the
others are having an external marker. In another technique [20], authors presented an approach where a
bootstrapping learning method to acquire a list of positive and negative tweets from sarcastic tweets have been
discussed. Authors mentioned that the technique is still in its infantry and a lot of work has to be done.
They have also discussed some ways in which future research can be done like sarcasm is often arisen from a
description of a negative event.
One study [21] even got the precision of 98% while detecting sarcasm. They mentioned that it is of utmost
importance especially for online social networks and product based services to identify and address the problem
of sarcasm. They performed an analysis of the effect of irony and sarcasm on the overall polarity of the
sentence/tweet. They designed a hashtag tokenizer for their solution and focused on the point that sarcasm
found within hashtags can be detected more easily.
Some researchers have also tried to solve the problem by traditional ways of machine learning. In one such
study [22], authors tried supervised learning technique of classification. They trained support vector machine
(SVM) classifier with Bag-of-words as feature and TF-IDF as frequency measure. Though it’s one of its kind
studies the result proposed by authors suggest that only the Bag-of-words measure is not sufficient to claim the
presence of irony and sarcasm in textual data. Many have worked in the direction of identification of sarcasm
but still, much more is waiting to unfold.
Fig. 3.1 shows the tag cloud of the various features related to twitter or we can say twitter specific in nature
that can be used for automatic sarcasm detection on twitter.
3.2. Why Twitter?. Twitter is an online social network and micro-blogging site, which enable users to
send and read the short 140-character text messages known as tweets. ”The registered users can post and read
tweets, while the unregistered users can only read the post. If a person likes the post of one user then he/she
can share that particular tweet from the own profile and the process is known as a retweet. Twitter users have
developed metadata annotation schemes which, shows that it compresses substantial amount of information into
a comparatively tiny space”.
Currently, the user base of Twitter is over 650 million [23] worldwide, with almost 0.13 million new users
joining daily. Over a billion, new tweets are being posted every month on this from a wide range of interest
groups. ”Twitter is in the list of the most visited sites according to Alexa ranking [24], and has been described
as ”SMS of the Internet”. Its large scale and streaming nature makes Twitter an ideal platform for monitoring
events in real time”.
Recently, group of researchers from Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) came up with a study where they
tried to detect sarcasm on contextualized basis [25]. They mentioned that most of the approaches in the past
were treating sarcasm as a purely linguistic phenomenon, however by adding some extra-linguistic information
such as the audience, the author and immediate communicative environment the accuracy of the protocol and
further be increased. They also suggested that mere considering #sarcasm hashtag is not a natural indicator
of sarcasm expressed in conversation, rather serves as an important communicative function to show the intent
of the author to the audience, who may not otherwise be able to draw the correct idea or motive about the
message. This article [25] created waves around the globe and got a lot of media attention too [26,27]. Fig 3.2
shows the basic structure of a tweet posted on Twitter.
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Fig. 3.1. Tag Cloud of Twitter features to detect Sarcasm

Fig. 3.2. Basic structure of a tweet

4. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). Over past few years, machine learning techniques that
are being applied to the artificial neural network have gained a lot of attention, especially they have played an
important role in the designing of prediction models. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs or ConvNet) [28]
are the type of feed forward artificial neural networks in which the pattern of connectivity between the neurons
is inspired by the organization of animal visual cortex. Each neuron responds to stimuli in a restricted region
of space called receptive field. Further, each field overlaps the next so that to tile the visual field. The response
from each neuron within its receptive field can be approximated using the convolutional operation.
4.1. Convolutional Layer. The architecture of convolutional is formed by a stack of various independent
layers that convert the input volume into output volume through a differentiated function. The CNN model
helps capture spatial features of the given input which is in the form of a matrix. The model is less complex than
a simple multilayer perceptron architecture. The simplicity of the model lies in the shared weights architecture
design i.e. NW <<Nx where NW represents the number of weights and Nx represents the number of inputs.
The weights are arranged as a window with shape m × n where ′ m′ and ′ n′ are hyper parameters defined by
the user. These m × n weight matrices are called filters that run on the input matrix to get another matrix
(C1 ) with rows xr − m + 1 and columns xc − n + 1. The new matrix now goes under a pooling operation
(explained in next section) which selects the maximum activated neuron from the matrix of the shape defined
by the user. These new windows move in strides over the matrix C1 and forms another matrix say P1 . The C1
and P1 combined forms one convolutional layer. The matrix P1 is then passed to a fully connected layer that
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Fig. 4.1. Architecture of a Single Layer Convolutional Neural Network
Table 5.1
Total Number of Tweets collected from Twitter

Type of Tweet
Sarcastic
Non-Sarcastic
Total

Number of Tweets
151896
330692
482588

flattens the matrix and then classification can be performed by the simple multilayer perceptron model.
Fig 4.1 shows the various layer that comes into action when we perform the convolution function on our
dataset. The final result is a fully connected layer having dropouts and softmax outputs.
4.2. Pooling Layer. In addition to convolutional layers, convolutional neural networks also contain pooling
layer . They are usually used immediately after convolutional layers, as they play an important roll in simplifying
the information in the output from the convolutional layer.
In detail, a pooling layer takes each feature map output from the convolutional layer and prepares a
condensed feature map. For example, each unit in the pooling layer condenses a region of the previous layer.
The pooling operation can be performed using techniques like max-pooling, L2-pooling.
5. Methodology. As discussed in section 3, Twitter can act as a perfect platform for our methodology.
We started with the data collection, on to train our machine and finally testing our data against the algorithm
we are using.
5.1. Data Collection. The advantage of using Twitter for our data set is, we can take as many samples
as we want. Every day, people write new tweets which are sarcastic in nature. So, we started collecting the data
using a Twitter API (Application Programming Interface) to stream the data. The API we used is tweeps [29].
In here we need to give keywords for collection of tweets. We carefully studied the usage of various keywords
like #Sarcasm, #Sarcastic, #beingsarcastic. All the tweets related to these keywords were fetched and stored
in the dataset for analysis purpose. The requirement to create our own data set was the unavailability of data
set related to sarcasm in tweets.
As we are using classification technique which is part of supervised learning, hence we need to have training
as well as a test set to check the accuracy and efficiency of the algorithm. We collected almost 0.5 million
tweets which included both sarcastic and non-sarcastic tweets. The details of collected tweets are mentioned in
Table 5.1.
5.1.1. Drawback of Twitter. The major disadvantage of taking Twitter into consideration is that the
stream of data we receive is too noisy. By the term noisy, we mean to say that lot of retweets, social interaction,
comments all are part of the data stream. Some people might use the hashtag #sarcasm to point out that
they are trying to be sarcastic, but it is not sarcastic to others or in general. In another case, people may be
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clearly sarcastic but they have not used #sarcasm hashtag. One such case can be when one person’s tweet is a
response to another and which is sarcastic to the context but not otherwise. All such problem adds to the noise
we encounter when we stream data from the twitter.
5.2. Preprocessing of Data. Once we have the dataset, its time to clean it up to remove the noise we
discussed in the previous subsection. For starters,
1. We removed every tweet in which the sarcasm is either present in the link or they are a response to
another tweet.
2. All the tweets starting with http:// are discarded along with those starting with @.
3. All the tweets which were not in English were again not considered for the analysis purpose. To
maximize the collection of English tweets we even considered location based tweets i.e. a tweet coming
from New York or London is likely to be in English as compared to one coming from Paris.
4. We even removed tweets which are too small for analysis purpose i.e. at least 3 or more words should
present.
5. All the retweets are removed. Retweets are the tweets which have been forwarded by a twitter user but
are not generated by him/her.
6. We lastly removed all the hashtags, friends mentions, and any non-ASCII value from the tweet.
5.3. Word to Vector Conversion. Deep neural network architectures are giving ground breaking results
in every field of artificial intelligence and, Natural Language Processing is one of it. The automation of this
field is much needed since the application of basic NLP techniques is tedious and a time-consuming task. The
idea is to model the words into an appropriate vector space such that, we can use those vectors to perform any
task. Many researchers gave their model to capture appropriate word vectors for better learning. Most famous
ones are CBOW [30], skip-gram word2vec [31] and GloVe [32].
We are using the skip-gram word2vec model to convert sentences into vectors that will be further passed
and will help us find out/ predicting the surrounding words in the sentence or a document. Formally, given a
sequence of words which are being used for the training purpose say W1 , W2 , W3 , ..., WT , the objective of this
technique is to maximize the average log probability given by equation (5.1):
(5.1)

T
1∑
T t=1

∑

logp(wt+j | wt )

−c≤j≤c,j̸=0

In this equation, c is the size of the training context, which is a function of center word wt. Increasing the
size of the c can result into more training examples thus leading us to a higher accuracy but at an expense of
more training time. The basic skip-gram formulation defines p(wt+j | wt ) using a softmax function given by
equation (5.2):
(5.2)

′T
exp(vwO
vwI )
p(wO | wT ) = ∑W
′T
w=1 exp(vw vwI )

where vw and v ′ w are the input and output vectors of w and W is the total words in the vocabulary. This
formulation is often impractical due to the very large computational cost of computation even for a small δ
value.
5.4. Modeling sentences using CNN. Once we get appropriate word vectors from the skip-gram
word2vec model, then we take each sentence at a time and change the word in it to a vector. The given
sentence will now be a matrix where each row is a word vector. As mentioned, the CNN takes matrices as
input. These sentences are padded with an unknown token <UNK> till the size is equal to the maximum
length sentence(say S n n) in the training data. Vector for <UNK> is 0 in all dimensions. The matrix of a
sentence has S n rows and W d column where W d are the dimensions of the word vectors. We have taken 150
filters of shape (i × W d ) where i = [3,4,5]. Each of them stride over the input matrix and results in a matrix
C 1 of shape (S n × i) for each filter. Since the matrices are of different shapes, we perform max-pooling on
each matrix and get a feature vector whose size is equal to the number of filters i.e (150 × i) in our case. The
feature vector is now connected to two neurons that will help in classification.
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Table 6.1
Accuracy percentage variation with number of iterations

Number of Iterations
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
8000
9000
10000

Accuracy (%)
83.5
85.3
86.9
87.5
88.2
88.9
89.3
89.7
89.9
89.9

5.5. Classification. In the final step, we parse the feature vector to the two neuron units for the classification. The labels of data are [0,1] and [1,0] for sarcastic and non-sarcastic tweets respectively. The two neuron
units classify the data on the basis of the highest activation received from the product of feature vector and
respective weights. For the calculation of the optimized function, we used Adam [33], an algorithm for firstorder gradient-based optimization of stochastic objective functions. The idea behind the usage of this objective
function is it’s very straight forward to implement, computationally very efficient, needs less memory and is
very well suitable for the data sets having a lot of noise or very sparse in nature. Also, the hyperparameters
have intuitive interpretations and typically require little tuning. Once passed, the system keeps on evaluating
the data set with more number of iterations every time. For our experiment, we have taken readings from 1000
to 10000 iterations with a space span of 1000 between each reading.
6. Results. We have trained our model on a large dataset of tweets, where a tweet is automatically labeled
as sarcastic or not, depending on the occurrence of words and learning from the training set. Our experimental
setup has more than 0.45 million tweets in it helping to improve the accuracy of the system. We are considering
a batch size of 128 tweets at a time to train the model and then proceed similarly for the next batch.
Our system has achieved an accuracy of 89.9% after running the convolution for 10000 iterations as shown
in Table 6.1. With every 1000 iterations, we see a significant improvement in the accuracy till 9000 iterations,
After this, the result changes with a very minimal value. The major reason for this decline in the improvement
of accuracy is the amount of randomness in the data reduces thus the accuracy becomes stagnant. The model
uses only a single layer of convolution to achieve accuracy that is at par or even better than many models
proposed in the literature. The graph in Fig 6.1. shows the comparison between the number of iterations and
percentage accuracy.
7. Conclusion and Discussion. We have discussed an approach in this article that uses convolution
neural networks for the classification and detection of sarcasm in textual data taken from a microblogging site
known as Twitter. The study reveals that the algorithm performs well with single layer convolution and even out
perform many existing techniques. Also, the detection of sarcasm is an open problem as many new dimensions
are still to be explored. It is inherited and has become part of our daily routine conversation i.e. verbal or
textual.
Most of the researchers mentioned about the amalgamation of scientific theories with practical engineering
goals to analyze sarcasm in natural language text. This will not only lead to better understanding of natural
language opinions and one can easily reduce the gap between unstructured information and structure data. An
accurate measure to detect sarcasm will not only help researcher but it will also benefit the businesses and
product services. In future, we are planning to further evaluate our technique and try to in-cooperate the
multi-layer or dynamic layer convolution into consideration.
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Fig. 6.1. Accuracy vs. Number of Iterations
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DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF MODIFIED SIQRS MODEL
FOR PERFORMANCE STUDY OF WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK
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Abstract. The dynamics of worm propagation in the Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) is one of the fundamental challenge due
to critical operational constraints. In this paper we propose a modified Susceptible-Infectious-Quarantined-Recovered-Susceptible
(SIQRS) model based on epidemic theory. The proposed model demonstrate the effect of quarantined state on worms propagation
in WSNs. This model incorporates communication radius, area of communication and the associated node density. The spreading
dynamics of worms defined with the help of Basic Reproduction Number (R0 ) and if R0 is less than or equal to one the worm-free
equilibrium is globally asymptotically stable, and if R0 is greater than one the worm will persists in the system. This model
formulated by differential equations and explain the process of worm propagation in WSNs. We also study the effect of different
parameters on the performance of system. Finally, the control mechanism and performance of the proposed model is validated
through extensive simulation results.
Key words: Epidemic model, Basic reproduction number, Stability, Wireless Sensor Network, Communication radius, Node
density
AMS subject classifications. 68M10, 90B18

1. Introduction. Data communication is one of the primary requirements of modern society. There are
different ways of data communication,it may be wired and wireless. The wireless sensor network is also a kind
of wireless communication and it having great potential of application like military, patient health monitoring,
vehicle traffic monitoring, battlefield, environmental monitoring etc.[1]. Wireless sensor network is a collection
of large number of sensor nodes and it is a small device equipped with memory, processing unit, energy source
and communication units. The Sensor nodes can be deployed in any type of terrain for collection of data from
surroundings and send them to sink node via neighbor nodes. There are some limitations of sensor nodes for
example communication range, energy, memory etc. therefore data delivered at the sink node in multi-hop [2].
The Sensor nodes are scattered in a hostile environment with restricted power and charging is very difficult
task at deployed location. In inaccessible region, the sensors nodes are deployed by robot or airplane. Due to
large applications of WSNs it becomes one of the hot topic for researchers. Energy consumption and increasing
the lifetime of WSNs methods has been developed[2, 3, 4], another method related to network topology [5] and
placement[6] of nodes has been also studied. WSNs have resource constraints therefore it has a weak defense
and soft target for malware attack on nodes [7]. The sensor nodes can be easily targeted by software attacks like
virus or worm. Nowadays, wireless devices are targeted by malicious codes very easily and spread from device
to device through wireless communication for example Bluetooth and Wi-Fi[8, 9]. The controlling of worm
propagation is one of the difficult task. Mathematical modeling is an important tool for analyses the dynamics
of worm propagation in wireless sensor network. A worm attack on a certain node in wireless sensor network
and its gets infected, then infection spread through the neighbour nodes in the entire network [10]. Therefore,
security mechanism against worms attack for wireless sensor network has essential practical importance. Since,
there is fundamental similarity between biological worm transmission based on epidemic model and the software
generated worm in wireless network.
The social researchers used the concept of epidemic model [11, 12, 13] comprehensively and could be
correctly applied to worms spread in WSN. There are some allied applications of epidemic models in the
literature of wireless network [8, 13, 14, 15, 16]. The spreading of virus over the internet has been broadly
studied by researchers based on the concept of epidemic model [13, 14, 17, 18, 19] and some epidemiological
model extensively developed for WSN [8, 10, 16]. A simple algorithm for information diffusion SI model [14]
was proposed for analysis of worm propagation in mobile ad hoc networks and developed an expression that
describe the relation between rate of infection and node density. Another modified SI model [10] was proposed
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to improve the antivirus capability of networks by leveraging sleep mode and capture both spatial and temporal
dynamics simultaneously. This model was verified with the help of extensive simulation.
In this paper, we study the temporal and spatial dynamics and possible attacking behavior of worms in the
wireless sensor network. The proposed model depicts worm propagation behavior in wireless sensor network
with quarantine state in real world. The meaning of quarantine is to forcefully isolate and stop working of
nodes. When infected nodes are detected at any time in the network then they promptly be isolated by detection
program. We can stop the spreading of worm and improve the security of network as well as increase the lifetime
of wireless sensor network by using this model. Remaining part of the paper is ordered as follows.Section 2
include the related work; Section 3 describes the proposed model. Modeling and analysis of proposed model is
given in section 4. Equilibrium and stability studied in section 5. Simulation results and performance analysis
in section 6. Section 7 conclusion and future scope.
2. Related work. Studies the process of worm propagation on the Internet based on epidemic theory was
proposed by [19]. There are some worm propagation conventional model on the internet:SIS,SIR,Two-factor
and IWM model [20, 21]. These models comprise of differential equation,and they can successfully portray the
qualities of worm spread on the internet. Practically speaking, the SIR model is an expansion of SIS model and
it is generally connected in investigating the flow of worm proliferation on the internet. In any case, the above
models are not especially intended for WSNs. Therefore, these models do not bolster the worm propagation
with the vitality utilization of nodes in WSNs. There are different epidemic models have been examined by
various researchers that investigate the dynamic behavior of worm spreading and controlling in WSNs.
In [22] the author study the virus spreading behavior of SIRS model in the wireless sensor network that
includes the degree of nodes, topological connection and develops the method for the prevention and controlling
of local infection.
Pietro et al.[23] proposed an epidemic model for information survivability in unattended WSNs to ensure
the quality of service and node energy in presence of attacker.
In [24] presented a SI model with inclusion of communication radius and node density that illustrate the
effect of these parameters on spreading of virus in wireless sensor network with MAC mechanism. But this
model did not include the recovery of nodes and other method of protection due to attack of virus, overcome
this problem in [25] introduced a model that was SIR-M in which one more state recovery included, and carry
out maintenance task in the sleep state of node and recover the infected node without any overhead and enhance
the lifetime of WSNs and model was demonstrated by the simulation.
Author [26] proposed an improved SIRS model with inclusion of dead node that describe the process of worm
propagation and also included the energy consumption of nodes in WSNs. But this model did not include a
number of significant characteristics of model for example reproduction number, stability condition, equilibrium
points and delay of network. These missing uniqueness are discussed by some different authors. In [27] author
calculate the reproduction number and examines its effect on the wireless sensor network as well as also found
the condition of worm free equilibrium and local stability condition of the proposed model. This model was
verified by simulation with the help of MATLAB. Zhu and Zhao [28] have discussed another model with inclusion
of dead node to study the behavior of malware propagation in wireless sensor network. Numerical proof and
simulation shows the dynamic behavior of worm propagation in wireless sensor network but this model do not
focus on characteristics and specifications of particular sensor node. These issues are talked by [29],proposed an
individual-based models that determine specific attributes of each component of model and beat the deficiency
of the past model by the consideration of each device characteristics and evaluate each individually. Ojha et
al.[30] proposed a model to study the effect of undetected infectious nodes and effect of treatment. They also,
calculate the threshold value and analyze its effect on the wireless sensor network and discuss the local and
global equilibrium stability of worm free state. These are proved with the help of simulation.
In [31] a control mechanism developed to efficiently hold down the worm outbreak and escape the network
breakdown. This model includes number of nodes, transmission range of sensors,node density etc. and verified
by simulation. Keshri and Mishra [32] proposed an epidemic model with inclusion of the two delay period
and study its effect on different class of the model. They also found the local and global stability of worm
free equilibrium point of the system and calculate its reproduction number of the proposed system as well as
observed its effect on wireless sensor network, communication radius,node density and quarantined class have not
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Fig. 3.1. Transition relationship of node states

Table 3.1
Parameters Used

S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Symbol
S
I
Q
R
b
µ
β
α

9
10

γ
ω

11

ε

Meaning of Symbol
Susceptible
Infected
Quarantined
Recovered
Birth rate
Death rate
Rate of infection
Probability of moving from exposed node to infectious category
Recovery rate of an infectious node
Probability of moving from Quarantined node to Susceptible node
probability at which a recovered node become a susceptible node

been considered in proposed model. A SIRS model was proposed by [33] in which consider the communication
radius and node density as well as calculate the reproductive number and found the Eigen values for stability
verification of the system. But this model have not efficient mechanism to control the quick spreading of worm
in the network. We extend the proposed model with introduction of quarantined class. The quarantined state
plays a significant role and sends the infectious nodes into isolation mode and removes the worm from network
without any overhead and stretch the life span of network. This model overcomes the insufficiency of existing
models.
3. The proposed model. We consider the total numbers of nodes in the network are N (t) at any time
t which is uniformly distributed in the region L × L with average density ρ and radio range of sensor node
is r. There are four states in the proposed model-Susceptible state S The nodes which are not infected but
vulnerable to the worm.Infected state I -The infected node which is capable to infecting other nodes. The
Quarantined Q -The isolation state of node and Recovered state R -The recovered nodes become immune.In
the proposed model, we have assumed that the deployment of sensor nodes are uniform and random in two
dimensional areas. Each sensor nodes having a radio range r and coverage area of each node is π × r2 . The
significance of coverage area is to at least one sensor node lies within the sensing range because data delivered
to the sink through these nodes.Each node detects the events and reported to the sink. Initially, consider each
and every node to be susceptible and can be attack by worm. The relationship between the transitions states
is depicted by Fig. 3.1. There is some limitation of the model because all sensor nodes are homogeneous.
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4. Modeling and Analysis. We assume that the communication area of a sensor node is πr2 and the
density of a susceptible node in a unit area is ρ(t) = S(t)/(L × L) . The total number of neighboring nodes
S(t)πr2
′
which lie in the communication range of a sensor node is given as : S (t) = ρ(t)πr2 =
. According to
L×L
Fig 3.1, we consider following mathematical model of worm propagation.

dS
πr2

= b − 2 βSI + ωQ + εR − µS 



dt
L


2


πr
dI

= 2 βSI − (µ + λ + γ)I 
dt
L
(4.1)

dQ


= γI − (α + ω + µ)Q

dt




dR

= αQ + λI − (µ + ε)R
dt
Let ζ =

πr2
β. Then the above system (4.1) can be written as:
L2


dS
= b − ζSI + ωQ + εR − µS 



dt



dI


= ζSI − (µ + λ + γ)I 
dt
dQ


= γI − (α + ω + µ)Q


dt




dR
= αQ + λI − (µ + ε)R
dt

(4.2)

5. Existence of positive equilibrium. For equilibrium points we have
dI
dQ
dR
dS
= 0,
= 0,
= 0,
=0
dt
dt
dt
dt
and after a straight forward calculation, we get equilibrium points as P0 = (S0 , I0 , Q0 , R0 ) = (
worm free state and P ∗ = (S ∗ , I ∗ , Q∗ , R∗ ) for endemic state, where
S∗ =

b
, 0, 0, 0) for
N

λ+γ+µ ∗
1 b(ε + µ)(µ + α + ω) ∗
1 γ(ε + µ) ∗
1 α(γ + λ) + λ(µ + ω)
I = (1 −
)
, Q = (1 −
)
, R = (1 −
)
ζ
R0
A
R0
A
R0
A

where A = (µ + α)(λ + µ) + (µ + ε) + (γ + ε + ω) + (αγ + ωλ) and R0 [34] is the basic reproduction number
bζ
and given by R0 =
. It is clear that P ∗ exist and unique if and only if R0 > 1.
µ(µ + λ + γ)
5.1. Stability analysis of the worm free equilibrium.
Theorem 5.1. The worm free equilibrium (W F E) is locally asymptotically stable if
R0 < 1 otherwise unstable for R0 >1.
Proof. In order to check the stability of point ,we will find all the Eigenvalue values of the variational matrix
is given by


−ζI0 − µ
ζS0
ω
−ε
 ζI0

ζS0 − (λ + γ + µ)
0
0

J(P0 ) = 
(5.1)


0
γ
−(α + µ + ω)
0
0
0
α
−(ε + µ)
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Eigen values of (5.1) are: θ1 = −µ, θ2 = −(µ + α + ω), θ3 = (ε + µ), θ4 = (R0 − 1)(
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1
).
γ+λ+µ

It is clear that all eigen values of the variational matrix are negative when R0 < 1. Therefore,the system is
locally asymptotically stable at worm free equilibrium.Furthermore, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 5.2. The worm free equilibrium is said to be globally asymptotically stable if R0 ≤ 1.
Proof. Consider the Lyapunov function L(t): R4 −→ R+ defined by L(t) = ηI(t),now taking time derivative
dL(t)
dL(t)
of L(t) with respect to time t is
= η1 I(t) ⇒
= η(ζSI) − (γ + µ + λ)I) = η(ζS − (γ + µ + λ))I. After
dt
dt
1
dL
ζb
suitable assumption of η =
we get
= [ζS − (γ + λ + µ] = [
− 1]I = (R0 − 1)I. It is
(γ + λ + µ)
dt
(µ + γ + λ)µ
dL
clear that
= 0 only when I = 0. Therefore,the maximum invariant set Γ = (S, I, Q, R) ∈ R4+ is the singleton
dt
set. Therefore, the global stability of worm free equilibrium P0 when R0 ≤ 1 follows from Lasalle invariance
principle [35].
5.2. Stability analysis of Endemic equilibrium.
Theorem 5.3. Worm endemic state(WES)is locally asymptotically stable if R0 > 1.
Proof. In order to check the stability at point P ∗ we will find all the Eigen values of the variational matrix:

−ζI ∗ − µ
ζS ∗
∗
∗
 ζI
ζS − (λ + γ + µ)
J(P ∗ ) = 

0
γ
ω
0


ω
ε

0
0


−(α + µ + γ)
0
0
−(ε + µ)

(5.2)

Therefore, the corresponding characteristic equation for the above matrix is given by
ν 4 + D1 ν 3 + D2 ν 2 + D3 ν + D4 = 0
where
D1
D2
D3
D4
where

(5.3)

= ζQ1 (R0 − 1) + 3µ +α + ω + ε
= (µ + α + ω)(µ + ε) + (ζQ1 ((R0 − 1) + µ)(α + 2µ + ω + ε) + Q2
= ζQ1 (R0 − 1)(ωγ + ελ) + (µ + α + ω)(µ + ε)(Q2 − 1)
= ζQ1 (R0 − 1)(γεα + ωγ(µ + ε) + Q3 )

b(µ + α + ω)(µ + ε)
,
AR0
Q2 = −ζ 2 I ∗ S ∗ ,
Q3 = −(α + µ + ω)[(µ + γ)(µ + ε) + µλ]
Q1 =

It is clear that all D1 , D2 , D3 , D4 are positive when R0 >1,by a direct calculation G1 = D1 >0,G2 =
D1 D2 − D3 > 0,G3 = D3 G2 − D12 D4 >0 and G4 = D4 , G3 > 0. Therefore, according to Routh Hurwitz
criteria, all the roots of equation (5.3) have negative real parts. Therefore,the endemic equilibrium P ∗ is locally
asymptotically stable when R0 >1. This completes the proof.
6. Simulation and Performance analysis. It has been shown in the above analysis that R0 is a threshold
value. When R0 less than equal to one,the fraction of infected nodes vanishes and when R0 >1,the fraction
of infected nodes persist in the system. We analyzed the behavior of worm propagation to study the effect of
parameters on performance. The proposed model has been simulated with the help of MATLAB and obtained
results analyzed below.
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N = 1000; b = 1; L = 10; β = 0.0002; µ = 0.001; γ = 0.002; ε = 0.0003; ω = 0.0001; α = 0.002; λ = 0.0005; r = 0.7
Fig. 6.1. Dynamic behavior of model when communication radius is 0.7

6.1. Communication Radius of nodes r. As we have shown that
R0 =

bζ
πr2 β
, where ζ =
.
µ(µ + γ + λ)
L2

√
(µ + γ + λ)µ
From this equation, we find threshold radius rc = L
i.e when r ≤ rc , R0 ≤ 1 from theorem 5.2,
πβ
¯
it is clear that the worms in wireless sensor networks can be eradicated and system will stable at worm free
equilibrium, when r > rc , R0 > 1 according to theorem 5.3, worms in wireless sensor networks will be present
consistently and system will stabilize at the endemic equilibrium.
We take following values of parameters as N = 1000; L = 10; b = 1; β = 0.0002; µ = 0.001; γ = 0.002; ε =
0.0003; ω = 0.0001; α = 0.002; λ = 0.0005. After calculation, we get rc = 0.746542 the initial values of
susceptible, exposed ,infected and recovered nodes in wireless sensor networks are S(0) = 990, I(0) = 10, Q(0) =
0 and R(0) = 0 and takes different values of r, simulation results are described in Fig.6.1, 6.2 and 6.3. When
r = 0.7 < rc , Fig.6.1 shows that system (4.2) stabilizes at worm free equilibrium and the simulation results are
consistent with theorem 5.2.
When r = (1.0 and 1.4) > rc , Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 shows that system (4.2) stabilizes at the endemic equilibrium
and the simulation results are consistent with theorem 5.3. Communication radius plays an important role for
connectivity. Therefore, connectivity is a function of communication radius. From Figs. 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 we see
that when communication radius of nodes increases connectivity increases but the value of R0 also increases.
When the communication radius less than rc the network will be stable and worm free. As the communication
radius increases R0 also increases and lead to the failure of the system.
Fig. 6.4 shows that relation between infected and recovered nodes with variation in the parameters. We
observed that when the value of α increases the more number of nodes are recovered smoothly. We also find that
if we increase the value of γ, less number of nodes get infected and recovered in short time. This experiment
shows the effect of quarantined state on sensor network.
Fig. 6.5 shows the response of the number of susceptible nodes with respect to change in the parameters.
We observed that gradually the number of susceptible nodes decrees and recovered nodes increases.
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N = 1000; b = 1; L = 10; β = 0.0002; µ = 0.001; γ = 0.002; ε = 0.0003; ω = 0.0001; α = 0.002; λ = 0.0005; r = 1.0
Fig. 6.2. Dynamic behavior of model when communication radius is 1.0

N = 1000; b = 1; L = 10; β = 0.0002; µ = 0.001; γ = 0.002; ε = 0.0003; ω = 0.0001; α = 0.002; λ = 0.0005; r = 1.4
Fig. 6.3. Dynamic behavior of model when communication radius is 1.4

6.2. Node distributed density. The threshold value of node density ρth is given by
ρth =

N (µ + γ + λ)µ
bπr2 β

i.e., when ρ ≤ ρth , R0 ≤ 1 then the system has only equilibrium and is globally asymptotically stable; when
ρ > ρth , R0 > 1,system has only one endemic equilibrium which is locally asymptotically stable.
We take following values of parameter- N = 1000; b = 1; β = 0.0002; µ = 0.001; γ = 0.002; ε = 0.0003; ω =
0.0001, α = 0.002; λ = 0.0005; r = 1. After calculation ,we get ρth = 5.573248. Initial values of susceptible,
exposed ,infected and recovered nodes in wireless sensor networks are S(0) = 990, I(0) = 10, Q(0) = 0 and
R(0) = 0 and When L = 11.18 and 8.45 ,we can get ρ = 8 and 14 using these various values, simulation results
are shown in Figs. 6.6 and 6.7. When ρ =< ρth , the system (4.2) stabilizes at worm free equilibrium and the
simulation results are consistent with the theoretical analysis. Whereas when ρ = (8and14) > ρth , Fig. 6.6
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N = 1000; b = 1; L = 10; β = 0.0002; µ = 0.001; γ = 0.002; ε = 0.0003; ω = 0.0001; α = 0.002; λ = 0.0005; r = 1.4
N = 1000; b = 1; L = 10; β = 0.0002; µ = 0.001; γ = 0.003; ε = 0.0003; ω = 0.0001; α = 0.003; λ = 0.0005; r = 1.4
N = 1000; b = 1; L = 10; β = 0.0002; µ = 0.001; γ = 0.0035; ε = 0.0003; ω = 0.0001; α = 0.004; λ = 0.0005; r = 1.4
Fig. 6.4. Plot between Infected and Recovered

N = 1000; b = 1; L = 10; β = 0.0002; µ = 0.001; γ = 0.002; ε = 0.0003; ω = 0.0001; α = 0.002; λ = 0.0005; r = 1.4
N = 1000; b = 1; L = 10; β = 0.00024; µ = 0.001; γ = 0.003; ε = 0.0002; ω = 0.00014; α = 0.0024; λ = 0.0004; r = 1.4
N = 1000; b = 1; L = 10; β = 0.00028; µ = 0.001; γ = 0.0035; ε = 0.00025; ω = 0.00018; α = 0.003; λ = 0.0005; r = 1.4
Fig. 6.5. Plot between Susceptible and Recovered

and 6.7 again shows that the trajectories converge to the endemic equilibrium and the simulation results are
consistent with the theoretical analysis.
Node density also affects the connectivity of wireless sensor network. From Figs. 6.6 and 6.7 when node
density increases connectivity increases and value of R0 also increases. When the node density less than
ρth = 7.043116 worm do not persist in the network. When the node density increases R0 also increases and this
is harmful for network.
6.3. Performance analysis of the model. Figs. 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12 shows the effect of parameters
β , α and λ on the number of infectious nodes with change of values . As anticipated, when the value of β
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N = 1000; ρ = 8; b = 1; β = 0.0002; µ = 0.001; γ = 0.002; ε = 0.0003; ω = 0.0001α = 0.002; λ = 0.0005; r = 1
Fig. 6.6. Dynamic behavior of model when node density is 8.0

N = 1000; ρ = 14; b = 1; β = 0.0002; µ = 0.001; γ = 0.002; ε = 0.0003; ω = 0.0001α = 0.002; λ = 0.0005; r = 1
Fig. 6.7. Dynamic behavior of model when node density is 14.0

increased,the number of infectious nodes also increased. When λ increased and the remaining parameters are
fixed number of recovered nodes increased. It is also found that,as time passes the number of infectious nodes
increases and reached at maximum value at a certain stage this will depends on the parameters. Fig. 6.12
shows the comparison between [33] and proposed model. The plot shows that the proposed model is better in
comparison to the existing model because more number of nodes are infected in existing model.
7. Conclusion. In this paper, we proposed an SIQRS model which describe the spread of worms in
wireless sensor network. A controlling parameter R0 is obtained,which played an important role to understand
the dynamic behavior of worms propagation. The worms propagation can be predicted and eradicated from
the system that depends on the value of R0 . We showed that the worm free and equilibrium is locally and
globally asymptotically stable,when the value of reproduction number is less than or equal to one and endemic
equilibrium is locally asymptotically stable when value of reproduction number is greater than one. Calculate
the threshold value of communication radius and node density as well as establish the relation with reproduction
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N = 1000; β = 0.0003; µ = 0.001; γ = 0.002; ε = 0.0003; ω = 0.0001; α = 0.004; λ = 0.0003; r = 1.4; ρ = 4.917
N = 1000; β = 0.00035; µ = 0.001; γ = 0.0023; ε = 0.0003; ω = 0.00014; α = 0.0045; λ = 0.00034; r = 1.4; ρ = 4.917
N = 1000; β = 0.0004; µ = 0.001; γ = 0.003; ε = 0.0003; ω = 0.00018; α = 0.005; λ = 0.0005; r = 1.4; ρ = 4.917
Fig. 6.8. Plot between Time and Infected nodes when node density is 8

N = 1000; β = 0.0003; µ = 0.001; γ = 0.002; ε = 0.0003; ω = 0.0001; α = 0.004; λ = 0.0003; r = 1.4; ρ = 4.917
N = 1000; β = 0.0003; µ = 0.001; γ = 0.002; ε = 0.0003; ω = 0.00014; α = 0.0045; λ = 0.0003; r = 1.4; ρ = 4.917
N = 1000; β = 0.0003; µ = 0.001; γ = 0.003; ε = 0.0003; ω = 0.00018; α = 0.005; λ = 0.0003; r = 1.4; ρ = 4.917
Fig. 6.9. Plot between Time and Quarantine nodes when node density is 4.917

number. Furthermore, we have done the simulation of proposed model with the help of MATLAB to verify and
validate the results of proposed model. We study the impact of various parameters under different conditions.
This model helps to developing an anti-virus mechanism for WSNs. Heterogeneous and moving nodes can be
included for analysis of the model in future.On the basis of analysis worm riddance technique can be suggested.
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PRIVACY ANALYSIS OF ANDROID APPLICATIONS:
STATE-OF-ART AND LITERARY ASSESSMENT
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Abstract. In todays world, Android has revolutionized every facet of our lives. Almost all the important services such as
banking, transportation, stock trade, medicine, education, etc. are extended to Android these days. Everything is available in
the application market of android. Unfortunately, at the same time, the prosperity of these applications also attracts abusers and
malicious attackers to perform different types of attacks. An appropriate action needs to be taken to protect Android device from
these attacks. Android applications privacy analysis is an extension to the android privacy model, which traditionally emphasizes
on prevention, and detection of attacks. It also deals with capturing, recording and analysis of Android applications to detect and
investigate Android device intrusions. In this paper, we explore the comprehensive study about different techniques proposed to
perform Android applications analytics. In addition to this, various aspects of android applications analytics have been reviewed
along with related technologies and their limitations. This gives enhanced recognition of the problem, existing explanation space,
and potential research scope to analyze and investigate various Android device intrusions against such attacks efficiently.
Key words: Android Analytics, Smartphone intrusion, Android attack
AMS subject classifications. 68M12, 68M14

1. Introduction. When a user download application in an Android device from Android market (Google
Play, 1Mobile, Todd etc.) and try to install (use application in advanced version of Android) on device, that
application require some permissions from user to use Android device functionality. It is the wish of user
to grant those permissions or not. Recent studies have shown that majority of users does not bother about
this permission due to lack of knowledge about it and use it directly; at that stage user is not aware about
the interruption. Even if any user wants to read these permissions, but these permission descriptions are too
confusing and tough to understand [1, 2].
Privacy is a serious concern because these applications often ask for the access to confidential and sensitive
information on Android device to work properly. Twitter, for example, asks to record audio with the microphone
(at all time without user confirmation), read Google service configuration, read phone status and identity,
etc. A recent research explored, 96% of applications need EMAIL, 92% needs ADDRESS BOOK, 84% needs
LOCATION, 52% need CAMERA, and 32% need CALENDAR permissions [4]. Many social networking websites
like Facebook, Twitter and Linkedin have lots of user and they use advertisements for instance sponsored ads and
posts, to generate good revenue. To get the significance and accomplishment of their advertisements i.e., targets
advertisements, such website collect users private information through their applications demanding unnecessary
permissions. As a conservatory of current research on permissions, we examine end users experience regarding
the level of permissions being requested by various Android applications.
1.1. Android as a Major Application Provider. In between August 2010 to May 2016, Android had
over 65 billion application downloads. Also Apple and Google store combined revenue is $2.23 billion in the
US [26]. Android application is not pre-screened for quality even in its official market. AppBrain gives a
report that 33% applications are rated low quality based on its rating and recommendation. In 2011, Juniper
Networks reported that 47.2% Android malware samples increased in between July and November 2011 [27].
Some reputed organization like McAfee [28] and Kaspersky Lab [29] also reported for continued exploits. The
intention of these malware is to collect the users personal data and share or sell them to targeted advertisement
companies.
1.2. Motive of Amendment in Android Application Display. Permissions are important part of
an application but they are only displayed at the time of installation. Therefore, Android has done some
amendment in their policy to display application permission. As per Android 6.0, whenever an application
∗ Department of Computer Science and Engineering, National Institute of Technology Patna, INDIA({gulshanstv@gmail.com,
prabhat@nitp.ac.in}).
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Fig. 1.1. Google Play: number of Android app downloads 2010-2016 [26]

requires any permission then it will only ask for that particular permission, instead of these lifetime grants of
permissions.
1.3. Privacy on Android Permission. Android application permissions asked by an application are
listed in AndroidManifest.xml. As per many research survey [35, 36] it has been found that very less number
of users understand that what these permissions actually asking for. These surveys are based on large risk
assessment of users about security and privacy risks. Felt et al. [37] also did survey about the way of asking
this permission and presented some set of guidelines for user to take into account while making decision about
their privacy and security concerns. King et al. [38] presented the users expectation from their Smartphone
for entire usage. In this work, they collected interview results of iPhone and Android users and highlighted the
problem faced by them at the time when application and web links, gathers the information of possible privacy
faults, and process to select the best application from app markets.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents Literature review. In Section III, we explore the
Android applications permission and Android application mechanism in detail. Section IV discusses about the
limitation of the Android permission. In Section V, we describe the permission analytics. Finally, Section VI
concludes the paper.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents Literature review. In Section III, we explore the
Android applications permission and Android application mechanism in detail. Section IV discusses about the
limitation of the Android permission. In Section V, we describe the permission analytics. Finally, Section VI
concludes the paper.
2. Literature Review. As Android device usage is increasing day by day, at the same time the risk factors
of security breach are also increasing. The biggest challenge is to identify and prevent those risks. Malicious
Android applications analysis and detection is admired research fields as per escalation in usage of Android
market. While Android has survived openly since 2008, a major amount of effort has been conduct on studying
the Android permissions/security model. A lot of focus have been done on creating hypothetical formalizations
of Android security mechanism or presenting enhancements to system security, and is mainly out of scope.
In Android 4.3, hidden features like App Ops allow the user for revoke the irrelevant permissions as per
application but as per the unawareness user do not explore it. According to Verizons 2015 data, in middle
attack or applications that store sensitive information insecurely or send data incomplete. According to the
Jupiter network report [11, 12], 76% of mobile users depend on their mobile devices to access their most sensitive
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personal information, such as online banking or personal medical information. This trend is even more noticeable
with those who also use their personal mobile devices for business purposes. Nearly nine out of ten business
users report that they use their own mobile devices to access sensitive work-related information. It has been
reported by the Junipers Network Mobile Threat Centre that in 2011, there was an unparalleled increase in
Android malware attacks with an increase of about 155% from previous years in all platforms.
According to Googles CEO, 1.5 billion known users use Android. Recent version used is Android 6.0
Marshmallow. Around 8 out of 10 are Android users. In addition, 1.6 million devices access Google play. The
SAN report analysis outsourcing growth to 1.4 million in 2016. Even in the latest edition of Android operating
system, there is no provision to handle and manage security and privacy issues. Google Play provides security
to play store and manage its privacy concern security.
Researchers have to be very conscious about permission usage in Android. Kelley et al. [2] explained
about unawareness of permissions. Felt et al. [9] explored that Android failed to clearly inform their users
about permissions. Kelley et al. [6] proposed a privacy checklist for the privacy risk of an application, they
also showed that proposed checklist significantly affected user for application selection. Felt et al. [1] explored
about gap analysis between free and paid applications in the frequency of dangerous permission being requested
after surveying 100 paid & 856 free applications; for instance, ratio of free and paid is 7:2 in the aspect
of INTERNET permission. Hypothesis of [7] presents the frequency of request from free applications for
INTRNET permission for advertisements. Felt et al. [8] fixed some permission that are common between
normal, dangerous and signature permissions by Google but still behave like dangerous permission legitimately.
Felt et al. [9] concluded that 1/3 of 940 applications are measured as over privileged. Vidas et al. [10] proposed
a static analysis tool to enhance the set of permissions and minimize it so that application behaves correctly.
This literature mainly focuses on malicious analysis and detection based on Android applications permission.
Enck et al. [30], TaintDroid has filled the distance between system security and user permissions, focusing on
analysis of application, which request for permissions through permission list. Vidas et al. [31] gives details
about application permissions requests, finding ubiquitous permissions creep, because of existing developer APIs
that composes it making it complicated for developers to align their permission requirements with application
functionality. Felt et al. [32] endeavor to make clear permissions to developers. However, neither of these
articles investigates end users considerate for permissions.
Researchers have exposed, attack vectors for applications to compose permission requirements that are not
detailed to users. Others who have come across at Android permissions have attempted to collect applications
that necessitate similar permissions to simplify the existing method or have attempted an evaluation of the
dissimilarity between current Android permission systems [34]. Haris et al. [13] concentrated on the risk in
mobile computing and privacy leaks in mobile connectivity and mobile sensing. State-of-art is similar to [3, 5]
for multiple mobile platforms. Crussell et al. [14] proposed DNADroid that approach used program dependency
graphs i.e. detects the similar applications. This approach generates a low false positive rate. For the increase
in the system performance, they evaluate application against similar names. Zheng et al. [15] proposed a
static analysis framework i.e. DroidAnalytics. It detected obfuscated Android malware. Signature generation
performed in three level methods. Repackaged malware detected by the class and application level in that
sequence. Then it is compared to other effective obfuscated technique such as method renaming, further control
flow goes to-obfuscation and string encryption. In this article, authors didnt discuss about the time taken to
analyze the applications. Hanna et al. [17] proposed the Juxtapp, they introduced the Feature Hashing for the
detection of similar applications. It is resilient to some amount of obfuscation. They used obfuscation resilience
of algorithms to detect the repackaging apps.
Zhauniarovich et al. [33] proposed detection of repackaged method that showed the results of similar
techniques involved in code analysis. This approach is based on the content of. apk file. Repackaged applications
have minor changes in lots of file, which is difficult to identify. Zhou et al. [16] proposed DroidMOSS method
to repackaging detection through Fuzzy Hashing. In this paper, authors generate a hash to perform divide and
conquer method for that application. This proposed system is robust as claimed by author but it is based on
number of chunks, which is subpart of an application. In another research, Zhou et al. [18] proposed AppINK
based on client side for repackage detection. In this method, watermarking technique is used for authentication
of an application. Based on watermarking, user can identify the repackaged application. Authors validate their
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Fig. 3.1. Android Applications and their Permissions Examples

proposed method with the help of some pattern matching algorithm. Wu et al. [19] provided the novel policy
that deals with repackaged issues. This is dynamic event flow and verifies the applications in the future, by
the help of watermark injected in the applications. The weakness of this techniques is it takes more overhead
and inherently limited resources on Android device when identify the watermark from applications. It is not
sufficient automatic watermark extraction technique.
Kang et al. [20] designed fast malware detector by using creator information. In this detection is done
according to malware permission and behavior. This is based on the static analysis that is used to certify serial
number and detects the malware. It is light weighted process, which analyze particular part of applications
according to malware behavior and permission. This provides the very high detection accuracy.
Enck et al. [21] explained about Android security mechanism based on permissions and security issues
for inter-communication between apps. Inter-Component Communication (ICC) and Intents have not been
explored the way permissions have been investigated. Most of the existing ICC based studies focuses on finding
the ICC related vulnerabilities. The work depicted in [22] investigated the IPC framework and interaction of
system components. ComDroid [23] detects the ICC related vulnerabilities. The work depicted in [24] suggested
improvement in ComDroid by segregating the communication messages into inter and intra-application groups
so that the risk of inter-application attacks may be reduced. The work depicted in [25] performs information
flow analysis to investigate the communication exploits.
3. Android Application Permission. Permission system is a very basic security aspect implemented
in todays Android devices. The Android Market [43] has experienced a great boon as it allows anyone to
upload applications to the market. By which, a developer can be rewarded with a monetary gain by receiving
ad revenue or by charging for the services provided by the application. Permissions are provided for security
mechanism to defend the receptive APIs thus to be utilized only by trusted applications. Before installing an
application, a list of permissions is requested to the user. The permissions are granted on all or nothing basis
i.e. a user is not allowed to selectively allow or disallow permissions that an application is requests.
There are mainly four types of Android permissions:
1. Signature
2. System
3. Normal
4. Dangerous
Signature and System are reserved for the application that comes preinstalled on the firmware or have a
key signed in firmware. These types of permissions are not available to third party applications. When an
application is reinstalled, it should be signed by the matching certificate as the previous application in order
to obtain the old applications data, and then only Signature permission will be granted by the system without
user interaction.
Normal and Dangerous are other most important type of permissions. Normal permissions are low level of
permission which do not required any user grant. User can examine this permission and if found any doubt
then no other option rather than un-installation of that particular application is available. Whereas dangerous
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Fig. 3.2. Categorization of Permission

Fig. 3.3. Inter Process Communication

permission, are asked by user and it is the user who wish to grant them or not. If a user grants any such
type of permission, then it is permanently granted. These types of permission are mandatory to display from
application developer at the time of installation of that application.
3.1. Inter-process Communication. Two ways process communication can be divided into two categories firstly by using any of the conventional UNIX-type mechanisms for instance, the file system, local sockets,
or signals etc. Whenever an application directly communicates with another application without user interaction it shows, its conceptual call but that time it uses intent and intent filter in real call as fig.4. Whenever a
component is requested by an application, the Android system checks if the corresponding process is running
and the component is instantiated or not. If either of them is not available, it is created by the system.
Android also provides IPC mechanisms:
1. Binder: It is a frivolous remote process call system based on compatibility. It is intended for elevated
performance while executing process calls.
2. Intents: It represents an ”intention” to obtain something, which is finished. For instance, if application
needs to demonstrate a web page, its intent to view the URL is expressed by creating and sending an
Intent instance to the system. The system finds corresponding code (for this example Browser) which
knows to offer service to that Intent, and executes it as shown in figure 5. Intents are also used to
broadcast system-wide events. Intents are capable of crossing process boundaries and can transfer
information between applications.
Types of Intent:
(a) Explicit Intent
String url = www.google.com;
Intent explicit = new Intent(Intent.ACTION VIEW);
explicit.setData(Uri.parse(url));
explicit.setPackage(com.Android.chrome);
startActivity(explicit);
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Fig. 3.4. (a) Explicit Intent; (b) Implicit Intent

(b) Implicit Intent
String url = www.google.com;
Intent implicit = new Intent(Intent.ACTION VIEW);
implicit.setData(Uri.parse(url));
startActivity(implicit);
3. Content Providers: ContentProvider serves as a data storage, which provides access to data stored
on the device; for example, user’s list of contact scan can be thought of as ContentProvider. An
application can access data provided by other application via ContentProvider, and an application
creates a ContentProviders to share its data.
3.2. Android Permission Mechanism. The middleware layer of Android architecture provides permission mechanism. To implement mandatory access control (MAC) on inter-communication calls, reference
monitor is used. Standard Android permissions such as INTERNET, PHONE CALLS, and SEND SMS etc.
are used to protect security sensitive interfaces. Application holds these permissions to be capable of making
phone calls, to access the Internet or to send text SMS. Apart from that, application can declare different
types of permission labels to bar access to its interfaces. Necessitated permissions are displayed in a file and
approved during installation based on user confirmation. When an application requests inter-communication
calls, reference monitor checks whether the application has required permissions or not.
4. Limitations. The limitations that lead to weaknesses, of Android security model are summarized as
follows:
1. Limitation 1: Android uses an install-time permission model:
(a) The install-time permission works on an all-or-nothing principle: in older versions, a user has to
grant all permissions requested by an application, in order to proceed for installation.
(b) Use is mostly unaware of consequences of requested permissions, which leads to approval of permissions [8].
(c) Application developers try to expand their requested permissions, many of which are not necessary
for applications execution. [40]
(d) Lack of sufficiently fine-grained permissions. [41]
(e) There is no provision of runtime permission revocation, and control [42].
Once the application is installed on a device, the application is authorized to use the device, as it wants
to use all its granted permissions. There are no controls to limit the uses of permissions.
2. Limitation 2: In comparison to desktop environment, such as Windows and UNIX executables, Android
applications are easier to reverse engineer. This is possible due to presence of hardware-independent
Dalvik bytecode files. These files contain great amount of data of original Java sources.
3. Limitation 3: Lack of isolation mechanism for third-party libraries contained within applications [43].
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Due to this, third-party libraries cannot be stopped from misusing the granted permissions of host
applications. Conversely, ill-behaving host applications may tamper with the libraries, for example, by
performing improper advertisement display or click fraud.
4. Limitation 4: Android lacks a configurable, runtime ICC control for the following purposes:
(a) To prevent an application from accessing any open interfaces of another application, despite the
former having obtained the required permissions at its install time [23, 9]. Combined with weakness
5 below, this lack of runtime inter-application access control can lead to data leakage and confused
deputy problems.
(b) To prevent an application from intercepting an intent broadcast and possibly stopping its propagation afterwards [23]. By intercepting system-event broadcasts, a malicious application is able
to stealthily intercept important system events that contain sensitive information, such as an
incoming call or SMS.
(c) To isolate applications and prevent them from communicating via ICC and other shared channels
[44]. The presently unrestricted ICC among applications in Android can be exploited by colluding
applications.
5. Limitation 5: Application developers could be unfamiliar with the subtle aspects of Android ICC [45],
which may lead to unintentional exposure of applications private interfaces and data.
5. Permission Analytics. An accurate estimate of success matrix is one of the most basic requirements
for Android based organization and researchers planning for analytics to get ultimate goal of identified risk and
satiate this need of Android users respectively [39]. Analytics have moved on from data analytics to all other
digital media and hence renamed accordingly. For example, Web Analytics for data on web, Mobile Analytics
for mobile applications, Multi-Channel Analytics for collecting analytical data across heterogeneous platforms,
Social Media Analytics for banking, Facebook Insights, Twitter Analytics and YouTube Analytics.
To maintain long term sustainable relationship with customers, rather than being content with short-term
boost in the conversion rate by giving priority to customer over an experts or analysts view helps in decreasing
the bounce rate and optimize global maxima rather than local maxima for every search, by focusing on key
performance parameters (KPIs) for success and failure. These new age analytics that intend data from each
achievable medium including web and social site is helping business syndicates to access even the most personal
information about their customers and prospect research aims in managing of disclosure of personal information
and giving only those aspects which could amplify their breach investigation, reports that 0.03% of Android
device per week infected by the malicious code out of 10 million of mobile device. The Applications vulnerability
is consisted of risky applications prone in man customer base. Permission analytics are categorized based on
their main approaches as follows.
1. Static Analysis: A static analyzer performs inspection of application without its execution; analyzer
is able to achieve high code coverage. Since it have been analyze the applications complete source or
recovered code. However, it does not say anything about execution context as well as its execution.
Apart from that, it faces difficulties in the presence of dynamic code loading and code obfuscation [46].
Analyzer is required to perform accurate static analysis on an event-driven Android application to deal
with the various Android-specific issues such as: [47]:
(a) Presence of multiple entry points in application;
(b) App components may run asynchronously
(c) Possibility of multiple callbacks because of applications lifecycle states, as well as listeners to
system and GUI events;
(d) Application might accept both intra and inter application ICC. In addition, Java reflection and
native code possess additional challenges [48].
2. Dynamic Analysis: It is performed by executing the application. This can be done using either real or
virtual environment for instance, Android Virtual Device (AVD) and monitoring the application while
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it is executing. Huge variety of dynamic analysis techniques are given in the literature. Performing
dynamic analysis on Android applications faces new difficulties such as Binder-based ICC, Androids
managed resources and event triggers [49].
3. Static & Dynamic Analysis: Due to limitations of static and dynamic analysis techniques individually, many systems choose to perform both: static and dynamic analysis to complement each other.
Google Play uses Bouncer, which scans for malicious applications automatically. Many security researchers have made attempts to figure out working of bouncer, as it is not public [50, 51]. According
to Oberheide et al. [54] seemed to perform dynamic analysis on an application by running it on a
QEMU-based emulated Android environment for only 5 minutes. Mobile-Sandbox [59] also employs
both static and dynamic analysis. Application requested permissions are analyzed for static analysis.
Then, the applications Dalvik bytecode is converted to small code by using baksmali5. During dynamic analysis stage; to improve code coverage information on timers and broadcasts are also collected,
Mobile-Sandbox stores runtime information at the three levels:
(a) Dalvik level monitoring using TaintDroid and a customized version of DroidBox;
(b) Native code monitoring using ltrace; and
(c) Network traffic monitoring into a PCAP file.
Mobile-Sandbox utilizes the monkey runner tool6To simulate user interaction, to trigger potentially
malicious behavior external events, such as incoming calls or SMS messages, are also simulated.
4. Analyzing Application Metadata: Metadata is a source of useful information that can be used
to infer the applications capability, and therefore potential behavior. In order to access security risks,
Metadata of untrusted applications is analyzed in several works. WHYPER [52] is a Natural Language
Processing (NLP) based system, which uses textual application description of an application and permission list to see if application information justifies permission lists. Although WHYPER is shown to
achieve substantial improvement in accuracy over keyword-based search, numerous challenges still exist
for it to give a dependable, automated application risk estimate.
The mobile analysts have done many analyses for Android applications but permission analysis is done only
for hypothetical analysis and to get its accuracy of risk. Many researchers state that permission based privacy
analysis is not to be done by Android application developers [53].
6. Conclusion. In this paper, we have described the Android application permissions and its mechanism
in detail. This paper also presented the weakness of permissions also various aspects of Android applications
analytics have been reviewed along with related technologies and their limitations. We have provided better way
to understand the problem that may occur in research solution and the future scope of analyzing the various
Android device permissions against various risks.
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Abstract. JR’s concurrent invocation statement (CoStmt, for short) provides a form of collective communication. The thread
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1. Introduction.
1.1. Background. The JR concurrent programming language extends Java with a richer concurrency
model [1, 2], which is based on that of SR [3, 4]. JR provides dynamic remote virtual machine creation, dynamic
remote object creation, remote method invocation, dynamic process (thread) creation, rendezvous, asynchronous
message passing, semaphores, concurrent invocation, and shared variables. These language features are provided
by adding several new types and statements to the Java language. JR provides fairly transparent distributed
programming (built using RMI, but hiding its details) and automatic program termination when the program
has been detected to have quiesced. The JR implementation [2, 5] extends the Java implementation.
This paper focuses on an interesting problem that arises with the use of JR’s concurrent invocation statement (CoStmt, for short) [5, 6]. The CoStmt can be viewed as providing collective communication between one
thread and a group of others, for example, in applications such as initiating subparts of numerical computations, reading/writing a distributed database, and distributed voting schemes. Several concurrent programming
languages and systems provide mechanisms to facilitate such communication, such as: MPI’s [7] collective
communication; and .NET’s [8] delegates and asynchronous invocations. The general pattern is that one thread
broadcasts data to a group of threads and then gathers back results from each in the group.
1.2. The problem and its challenges. This problem arose in practice when we were converting part
of a JR program with a CoStmt from using an array to use an ArrayList. The specific problem arises when
the thread gathering results of concurrent invocation needs to save the results in such a way as to preserve
their order, which is fairly typical use of a CoStmt. Gathering into an array solves this problem easily, using
the natural order provided by the array’s subscripts. Gathering into a List, however, turns out to be more
challenging. Code that gathers into a List that appears to be similar to code that gathers into an array does not
always work. On the surface such code appears as though it should work, but these appearances are misleading.
Part of the problem involves issues of synchronisation in updating a List. Additional synchronisation can,
in some cases, make a solution work, but it turns out that one correct solution requires no such additional
synchronisation.
1.3. Outline. Section 2 introduces the CoStmt via examples that gather results into an array. It then
presents attempts—incorrect and correct—for equivalent CoStmts using various kinds of Java List structures
and discusses tradeoffs among the correct solutions, including the amount of required synchronisation. Section 3
describes the performance of the correct solutions and further explores the costs of synchronisation in the
underlying Java List structures. Finally, Sect. 4 concludes the paper.
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2. Gathering results from CoStmts.
2.1. JR extensions and terminology. This paper uses only a small subset of the JR extensions to Java.
In particular,
• JR provides threads1 built on top of Java threads. Within the JR implementation, creating a JR thread
includes creating a Java thread and setting up various structures used in implementing JR features such
as quiescence detection and allowing invocations across physical machines (using RMI) [1, 2, 9].
• JR’s operation abstraction generalises a method. An operation can be invoked in two ways and serviced
in two ways, which provides flexibility in solving concurrent programming problems. However, this
paper requires only the “method” style of operation invocation and servicing. Unlike a Java method
invocation, a new JR thread is created to execute the method code while the invoking thread waits.
(However, some optimisations allow the invoking thread to execute the method code directly [1, 2], but
those optimisations do not apply for concurrent invocations from a CoStmt.)
• JR provides a concurrent invocation statement, which is introduced via examples in Sect. 2.2. However,
this paper uses only a subset of the CoStmt.
Table 2.1
Declarations and other code used in the examples. (The declarations are used where needed; Copy-A and Init-L are used only
when explicitly stated.)

Decl-A:

Declaration of array A.

int [] A = new int[N];

Decl-f:

Declaration of operation f
and its code.

private static op int f(int i) {
return i;
}

Decl-L:

Declaration of ArrayList L.

ArrayList<Integer> L = new ArrayList<Integer>(N);

Copy-A:

Copy array A to ArrayList L.

for (int a: A) {
L.add(a);
}

Init-L:

Initialise ArrayList L.

for (int i = 0; i < N; i++) {
L.add(null);
}

2.2. Example CoStmts using an array and their properties. A typical use of a CoStmt is as follows.
Suppose we have an array as declared in Decl-A (Tab. 2.1) and want each of its N elements A[i] to be assigned
the value of f(i), where operation f is as shown in Decl-f (Tab. 2.1).
Co-1/AD in Tab. 2.2 shows a CoStmt that solves this problem. This CoStmt contains only one “arm”
(as do all CoStmts in this paper). The arm contains a quantifier that indicates that the assignment to A[i]
and invocation f(i) is to be done for the specified range of values of i. The thread executing a CoStmt (the
“parent” thread) initiates all the specified invocations in parallel. A separate thread is created to evaluate
each invocation of f(i).2 The parent thread then waits for the invocations to complete. When an invocation
completes, the parent thread assigns the return value from the invocation to A[i], i.e., the parent thread
executes the assignments to A[i] one at a time. After all invocations have completed, the parent thread
continues executing after the CoStmt.
1 This paper uses the term “JR thread”, although the other JR literature uses the traditional term “process” to represent a
separate thread of control.
2 In practice, each invocation of f should require sufficient computation to justify creating a new thread to evaluate it. Here, for
simplicity of exposition, it does not.
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Table 2.2
CoStmts and wrappers used as examples. Our notation for referring to an example CoStmt includes a number indicating the
order in which it appears in this table (or 0 if it is only discussed in the paper) and two letters: the first is ‘A’ for array, ‘L’ for
ArrayList, ‘S’ for synchronizedList, or ‘V’ for Vector; the second letter indicates where the element is assigned: ‘D’ for directly
in the assignment containing the invocation, ‘P’ for in the PPC, or ’W’ for in the wrapper. An example wrapper is given the same
number as its associated CoStmt.

Co-1/AD:

co (( int i = 0; i < N; i++ )) A[i] = f(i);

Co-2/AP:

int fi;
co (( int i = 0; i < N; i++ )) fi = f(i) {
A[i] = fi;
}

Co-3/AW:

co (( int i = 0; i < N; i++ )) invokeAndAssign( A, i );

Wr-3:

private static op void invokeAndAssign(int [] A, int i) {
A[i] = f(i);
}

Co-4/AD:

// same as Co-1/AD, but then copies A to L (Copy-A (Tab. 2.1))

Co-5/LP:
(incorrect)

int fi;
co (( int i = 0; i < N; i++ )) fi = f(i){
L.add(fi);
}

Co-6/LW:
(incorrect)
Wr-6:
(incorrect)

co (( int i = 0; i < N; i++ )) wrapperAdd(L, f(i));

Co-7/LW:
(incorrect)
Wr-7:
(incorrect)

co (( int i = 0; i < N; i++ )) invokeAndAdd(L, i);

Co-8/LP

// first initialise L (Init-L (Tab. 2.1)); then:
int fi;
co (( int i = 0; i < N; i++ )) fi = f(i){
L.set(i, fi);
}

Co-9/LW:

// first initialise L (Init-L (Tab. 2.1)); then:
co (( int i = 0; i < N; i++ )) invokeAndSet(L, i);
private static op void invokeAndSet(ArrayList<Integer> L, int i) {
L.set(i, f(i));
}

Wr-9:

private static op void wrapperAdd(ArrayList<Integer> L, int fi) {
L.add(fi);
}

private static op void invokeAndAdd(ArrayList<Integer> L, int i) {
L.add(f(i));
}

An arm of a CoStmt can also specify post-processing code (PPC). The parent thread executes the PPC as
each invocation completes; the arm’s quantifier variables are accessible within the PPC. Thus, for example,
Co-1/AD can be written equivalently using a PPC as in Co-2/AP, again insuring that the assignments to A[i]
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are executed one at a time.
Each of Co-1/AD and Co-2/AP have the properties:
PropParallel: The invocations f(i) are evaluated (at least conceptually) in parallel.
PropSynch: The assignments to A[i] are synchronised, i.e., only the parent thread accesses A so no data races
occur.
PropOrder: The assignments to A[i] give the desired order i.e., on completion, A[i] contains f(i). Note,
though, that assignments to A are not guaranteed to occur in the order of i (0, 1, 2, ...) due to the
nondeterministic ordering of execution of the threads that evaluate f(i).
Co-3/AW shows another CoStmt, which uses the wrapper Wr-3. It is like Co-1/AD and Co-2/AP in that it
has the PropParallel, PropOrder, and PropSynch properties. However, by placing the assignment to A[i] within
invokeAndAssign, it permits parallel assignments to different elements of A (whereas recall that Co-1/AD and
Co-2/AP serialised these assignments).
2.3. Using an ArrayList instead of an array. We now consider a problem similar to that in Sect. 2.2.
Suppose we have an ArrayList [10] as declared in Decl-L (Tab. 2.1). We want to write a CoStmt to assign it
values as we did for the array in Sect. 2.2, i.e., element 0 contains f(0), etc.
Of course, we could use Co-1/AD or Co-2/AP, and then copy from the array into the ArrayList (Copy-A
(Tab. 2.1)), i.e., Co-4/AD.
However, some might find using an array only so it can later be assigned to an ArrayList to be aesthetically
unpleasant and might be concerned about potential extra costs in doing so (discussed in Sect. 3). So, the problem
becomes:
Can we directly use an ArrayList within the CoStmt?
2.3.1. Incorrect ArrayList solutions. Our first attempt, Co-5/LP, is similar to Co-2/AP: it uses the
PPC for adding fi to L.
Co-5/LP, however, is not equivalent to Co-2/AP as it does not provide PropOrder: the invocations of f(i)
can complete in any order, so their values can be added to L in any order, not necessarily in order of i. We saw
that behaviour in our experiments (Sect. 3): in some executions, some elements of L were not in the correct
places.
Alternatively, we can use a CoStmt that assigns directly to the ArrayList, similar in style to Co-1/AD,
such as Co-6/LW. Co-6/LW uses a wrapper operation, wrapperAdd (Wr-6), since what the CoStmt can invoke
must be a JR operation and ArrayList’s add() is just a regular Java method.
However, Co-6/LW, is not equivalent to Co-1/AD or Co-2/AP as it does not provide PropParallel. Since
f(i) appears as a parameter of the invocations of wrapperAdd(), they are evaluated serially, by the parent
thread, before the invocations occur. (Co-6/LW also has other problems, similar to those presented for other
CoStmts in the following discussion.)
The simple fix to Co-6/LW is to change the code to “wrap” not only the add() but also f(i), e.g., Co-7/LW
and Wr-7. This code now provides PropParallel. However, it does not provide PropOrder for the same reason
as given for Co-5/LP (and with the same behaviour observed in experiments). Moreover, worse than Co-5/LP,
add() in wrapperAdd() is not properly synchronised so invocations of add() that occur in parallel are not
guaranteed to work, as per Fig. 2.1. In our experiments, the effect was that some elements were “lost”: the
overall size of the ArrayList was less than N, i.e., it was missing some elements.3
“Note that this implementation is not synchronized. If multiple threads access an ArrayList
instance concurrently, and at least one of the threads modifies the list structurally, it must be
synchronized externally. (A structural modification is any operation that adds or deletes one
or more elements, or explicitly resizes the backing array; merely setting the value of an element
is not a structural modification [emphasis added].)”
Fig. 2.1. Excerpt from the Java API for ArrayList [10].
3 That behaviour is what we observed with the Java implementation we used; such behaviour is not guaranteed by the Java API
for ArrayList [10], e.g., program execution might lead to other results or a runtime exception.
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To have Co-7/LW provide PropSynch, we can change from using just an ArrayList to use a Java Collection
that does provide synchronisation. synchronizedList [11], e.g.,
List<Integer> L = Collections.synchronizedList(new ArrayList<Integer>(N));
or a Vector [12], e.g.,
Vector<Integer> L = new Vector<Integer>(N);
As now expected, our experiments show that, in either case, L has all of the desired N elements.
However, neither change provides PropOrder.
2.3.2. Correct ArrayList solutions. To have the code provide PropOrder, we take note of the emphasised part of Fig. 2.1. Co-8/LP now initialises the ArrayList so that all its elements are null (Init-L (Tab. 2.1)).
That allows the PPC to use set() to place the element at the correct location in L.
This solution requires that L be just an ArrayList, i.e., it does not require L to be a synchronizedList or
a Vector (although it would also work with either of those). The code is now not using any ArrayList method
that is making a “structural modification”; it is just setting element values.
Symmetric to Co-3/AW, we can also use a wrapper, invokeAndSet, that both invokes first f and then
set(), as seen in Co-9/LW and Wr-9.
Note how the correct ArrayList solutions require an exact bound (or at least an upper bound) on N. Such
a bound is required, for example, so that the code has an i with which to set(i, f(i)). Needing i here is
similar to needing an identifying index along with partial answers in the reply messages in other applications,
such as pipeline sort [2].
3. Performance. This section presents performance comparisons in terms of execution times. The reported times are for only the critical part of program execution: the execution of the CoStmt (and any initialisation), not program startup or input/output.
3.1. Platforms. The data presented were obtained on a 4-core 4.00GHz system with 16 gigabytes of RAM
running Fedora Core 24 Linux (4.10.10-100.fc24.x86 64). We ran the tests when the system was lightly-loaded.
The data are based on the averages over several executions; variances were not significant. We also ran the
tests on two other multicore platforms: a 3.60GHz system with otherwise identical hardware and software as
our just-mentioned test system; and a 4-core 2.80GHz system with 16 gigabytes of RAM running Ubuntu 16.04
Linux (4.4.0-75-generic). The specific results differed, but they showed the same general trends. The specific
versions of software that we used are JR 2.00607 [5] built with Java 1.8.0 60.
3.2. Test programs. The programs we tested were based on the CoStmts in Tab. 2.2. Specifically, we
report on only the performance of the correct solutions. However, we observed that when the incorrect solutions
ran properly their execution times were also close to the executions times reported for the correct solutions.
Table 3.1 and Fig. 3.1 present the data for those CoStmts. The data show little differences in the performances. The dominant cost is the N invocations from the CoStmt. Each such invocation creates a new JR
thread, which is expensive: it includes creating a Java thread, plus additional overhead for implementing the
additional JR features, e.g., those noted in Sect. 2.1. The work done by each thread is minimal, e.g., evaluating
f(i), whose computation is trivial.
The differences in whether the code uses an array, ArrayList, synchronizedList, or Vector, or uses PPC,
wrappers, or neither makes no significant difference in performance in these CoStmts. However, one might prefer
a particular CoStmt in Tab. 2.2 for stylistic reasons.
Similarly, in a more realistic program, where the cost of evaluating f(i) would be more than the cost of
starting a thread, that cost would dominate the cost of potentially extra synchronisation.
3.3. Additional Java List tests. To compare the extra synchronisation costs of using Java’s
synchronizedList or Vector versus the non-synchronised ArrayList, we performed separate tests on a multithreaded Java program. To focus on the cost of synchronisation on the various List structures, versus the
cost of thread creation, we limited the number of threads. This program creates a list with E elements and
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Table 3.1
Execution times (in milliseconds) on the CoStmts in Tab. 2.2 over a range of number of invocations (N).
Number of
invocations (N)
1
2
10
20
100
200
1000
2000

Co-1/AD

Co-2/AP

61
62
61
62
93
138
906
4534

61
61
60
62
93
137
908
4543

5000

Co-4/AD

Co-8/LP

63
63
64
65
95
137
909
4536

59
63
61
62
93
137
905
4551

Co-9/LW
Wr-9
61
62
60
62
95
134
903
4556

Co-0/SW
Wr-0
60
61
61
65
98
146
858
4543

Co-0/VW
Wr-0
60
62
61
63
93
137
911
4548

Co-1/AD
Co-2/AP
Co-3/AW
Co-4/AD
Co-8/LP
Co-9/LW
Co-0/SW
Co-0/VW

4500
4000

Execution time (milliseconds)

Co-3/AW
Wr-3
64
62
61
63
96
139
906
4570

3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

0

200

400

600

800
1000
1200
Number of invocations

1400

1600

1800

2000

Fig. 3.1. Execution times (in milliseconds) on the CoStmts in Tab. 2.2 over a range of number of invocations (N).

then assigns values to each of the elements, much like the JR programs in Tab. 2.2. The program creates three
threads that split the work: each thread is responsible for assigning values to (roughly) E/3 elements in the list.
We tested two versions of this program for each kind of list: one version uses add() (similar to Co-7/LW) the
other version uses set() (similar to Co-9/LW). The tests of the first version again showed that these solutions
are incorrect for the same reasons given in Sect. 2.3.1. The tests of the second version confirmed it is correct
and produced the data shown in Tab. 3.2 and Fig. 3.2. Note that these data are given in nanoseconds whereas
the data in Tab. 3.1 and Fig. 3.1 are given in milliseconds.
The data show little differences in the performances of the three kinds of lists for the smaller values of E,
i.e., less than 500 elements. However, after that point, the ArrayList version executes noticeably faster than
the synchronizedList or Vector versions, presumably due to the extra cost of synchronisation. Also, after
that point the Vector version executes a bit faster than the synchronizedList version.
The performance of these Java programs confirms the results discussed in Sect. 3.2 and seen in Fig. 3.1
and Tab. 3.1 for the JR programs. In particular, the relatively small differences in the costs of using an
ArrayList, synchronizedList, or Vector are not noticeable within the JR programs.
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Table 3.2
Execution times (in nanoseconds) of multithreaded Java List programs over a range of number of elements (E).
Number of
elements (E)
10
50
100
500
1000
5000
10000
50000
100000
500000
4x10

ArrayList

synchronizedList

Vector

285409
304258
346149
543540
819318
1632873
2251727
4786085
6454248
19583036

300594
315736
355863
663671
1185960
2566195
4088558
8395234
13450121
39482694

302091
305113
332241
548225
855099
2025190
3368276
8381863
12783344
39359887

7

ArrayList
synchronizedList
Vector

7

3.5x10

Execution time (nanoseconds)

3x10

7

7

2.5x10

2x10

7

7

1.5x10

1x10

7

5x10

6

0

0

50000

100000

150000

200000 250000 300000
Number of elements (E)

350000

400000

450000

500000

Fig. 3.2. Execution times (in nanoseconds) of multithreaded Java List programs over a range of number of elements (E).

4. Conclusion. This paper has presented a problem that arises in using Java List structures in gathering
results from the CoStmt. It presented incorrect and correct attempts at solutions and discussed the tradeoffs
among the correct solutions. Some of these solutions require less synchronisation. This paper also examined the
performance of the correct solutions and further explored the costs of synchronisation in the underlying Java
List structures.
The results show that, for this problem, the performances of the various correct CoStmts are roughly the
same. Despite some requiring extra synchronisation, that extra cost is not significant compared to the larger
costs inherent in the program.
The results comparing the costs of synchronisation in the underlying Java List structures and using initialisation and set() to provide the needed order can also be applied to regular Java threads programming and
perhaps to programming in other concurrent languages and systems with similar features.
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A BSPLIB-STYLE API FOR BULK SYNCHRONOUS PARALLEL ML
FRÉDÉRIC LOULERGUE∗
Abstract. Bulk synchronous parallelism (BSP) offers an abstract and simple model of parallelism yet allows to take realistically
into account the communication costs of parallel algorithms. BSP has been used in many application domains. BSPlib and its
variants are programming libraries for the C language that support the BSP style.
Bulk Synchronous Parallel ML (BSML) is a library for BSP programming with the functional language OCaml. It offers parallel
operations on a data structure named parallel vector. BSML provides a global view of programs, i.e. BSML programs can be seen
as sequential programs working on a parallel data structure (seq of par) while a BSPlib program is written in the SPMD style and
understood as a parallel composition of communicating sequential programs (par of seq). The communication styles of BSML and
BSPlib are also quite different.
The contribution of this paper is a BSPlib-style communication API implemented on top of BSML. It has been designed without
extending BSML, but only using the imperative features of the underlying functional language OCaml. Programs implemented
using this API are syntactically very close to programs implemented using a BSPlib library for the C language. It therefore shows
that BSML is universal for the BSP model.
Key words: bulk synchronous parallelism, parallel programming, functional programming
AMS subject classifications. 68N18, 68M19, 68W10

1. Introduction. Introduced by Valiant [28] and McColl [20], bulk synchronous parallelism (BSP) is a
model of parallelism that offers a high level of abstraction yet takes realistically into account communications
and synchronization. Works on BSP algorithms are numerous and BSP has been used successfully for a broad
variety of applications: scientific computation [2], artificial intelligence [5, 6, 25], parallel databases, etc. It has
also inspired more recent frameworks such as Pregel [19], and open source frameworks such as Giraph1 .
The BSP model considers a BSP computer to be a distributed memory machine: p processor-memory
pairs connected though a network allowing point-to-point communications, and a global synchronization unit.
However this architecture should a thought as an abstraction one: The BSP model targets all general purpose
parallel architectures. Such architectures can always be seen as BSP computers. For example shared memory machines as well as clusters of PC can be seen as BSP computers even if some of their components are
implemented as software instead of being implemented as hardware.
A BSP program is a sequence of super-steps. The parallelism therefore resides in each super-step. A superstep is composed of three phases: A computation phase where each processor computes using only the data it
holds in its local memory; a communication phase where processors request data from other processors; and
finally a synchronization phase which ends the super-step. The data requests are guaranteed to have been
fulfilled when the synchronization phase ends. This structured form of parallel programs is the basis for the
BSP cost model. In this context, cost means the estimate of parallel execution time. For the sake of conciseness,
we omit the description of the cost model.
BSP algorithms can of course be implemented using a general message passing programming library such
as MPI. However it is possible to optimize communications by taking into account the specific structure of BSP
programs. Therefore, soon after the BSP model was introduced, two main libraries to support BSP programming
were developed: the Green BSP library [9], and the Oxford BSP tool set [22]. To promote the adoption of the
BSP model, the developers of these libraries produced a standard proposal: The BSPlib library [11]. Several
implementations of this standard exist, some proposing extensions to the standard [1, 3, 27, 29, 30]. All these
libraries are for the C imperative programming language (or more recently C++), and follow an imperative
programming style.
Bulk Synchronous Parallel ML or BSML [4, 16] is also a programming library that supports the BSP model,
but for the functional programming language OCaml2 . The style of this library is purely functional and there
∗ School of Informatics, Computing and Cyber Systems, Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff, USA, frederic.
loulergue@nau.edu
1 http://giraph.apache.org
2 http://www.ocaml.org
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even exists a formal semantics as an extension of the λ-calculus [17].
It has been often claimed that BSML is universal for BSP programming, meaning that any BSP algorithm
can be implemented using BSML. However most of the published BSP algorithms are written in an imperative
style and with imperative data structures. Even if OCaml supports the imperative, functional and objectoriented programming styles, communications and synchronizations styles are very different between BSPlib
and BSML. It is thus interesting to explore that claim and check whether imperative BSP algorithms could be
implemented using BSPlib-style programming in BSML.
The contribution of this paper demonstrates that indeed any imperative BSP algorithm can be implemented
with BSML using only the BSML pure functional primitives and some imperative features of its host language
OCaml.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present BSP programming using BSPlib and using
BSML and we emphasize the differences between these two styles of programming. Section 3 is devoted to
a BSPlib-like programming API for BSML, from the point of view of the user of the API. Some examples
are implemented with this API and compared with their BSPlib counterparts. We present the API from the
point of view of the implementer in Section 4. This API is compared with a BSPlib implementation from a
performance point of view in Section 5. Related work is discussed in Section 6. We conclude and give future
research directions in Section 7.
This is an extended version of [15]: the current paper offers improved presentations of programming with
BSPlib and BSML, of the API, as well as additional examples. Sections 4, 5, and 6 are completely new.
2. Bulk Synchronous Parallel Programming.
2.1. Programming with BSPlib. BSPlib is a standard proposal for C libraries supporting the BSP
model. Some of the implementations of BSPlib provide extensions to the standard. We focus on the standard,
and more precisely on the Direct Remote Memory Access (DRMA) communication primitives. The Message
Passing sub-part of the standard could be treated in a similar way than the DRMA part. Moreover, they are
more BSP algorithms implemented using the DRMA sub-part of the standard.
The BSPlib standard features initialization and finalization phases of a BSPlib program:
void bsp_begin(int maxprocs);
void bsp_end();
However these phases are implicit in BSML, so we do not describe them more here.
A BSPlib program follows the Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) paradigm. BSPlib programmers
write one program parametrized by the process identifier, and the parallel program is the (implicit) parallel
composition of several instantiations of this parametrized communicating sequential program.
To access the processor identifier and the total number of processors, BSPlib provides respectively the
following two functions:
int bsp_pid();
int bsp_nprocs();
Before being able to read/write from the memory of another processor, processors should indicate that some
memory locations will be able to be accessed by distant processors. This is done using the following functions:
void bsp_push_reg(const void *ident, int size);
void bsp_pop_reg (const void *ident);
When a processor calls one of these two functions, all the processors should perform a call to the same function.
The registration and un-registration are active only after the super-step where the call is done. It is invalid to
try to un-register an unregistered address.
The current super-step ends when all the processors call the function:
void bsp_sync();
There are two main functions to read from/write to remote memory:
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void bsp_put(int pid, const void *src,
void *dst, int offset, int nbytes);
void bsp_get(int pid, const void *src,
int offset, void *dst, int nbytes);
bsp_put(pid, src, dst, offset, nbytes) requests the writing of nbytes bytes of data from memory address
src, of the process executing the function, to memory address dst (plus offset bytes displacement from dst)
of processor pid. The destination address should have been previously registered.
bsp_get(pid, src, offset, dst, nbytes) requests the reading of nbytes bytes of data from address
src (plus offset) of processor pid and writing into the address dst of the processor executing the call. The
source address should have been previously registered.
The data is guaranteed to have been exchanged at the end of the super-step, i.e. after a call to bsp_sync.
void shift(int * value)
{
int dst = (bsp_pid()+1)%bsp_nprocs();
bsp_push_reg(value, sizeof(int));
bsp_sync();
bsp_put(dst , value, value, 0, sizeof(int));
bsp_pop_reg(value);
bsp_sync();
}
void scatter(int root, int * a, int * v)
{
bsp_push_reg(v, sizeof(int));
bsp_sync();
if(bsp_pid()==root){
for(int dst=0;dst<bsp_nprocs();dst++)
bsp_put(dst,&a[dst],v,0,sizeof(int));
}
bsp_pop_reg(v);
bsp_sync();
}
void gather(int root, int * value, int * array)
{
bsp_push_reg(array,bsp_nprocs()*sizeof(int));
bsp_sync();
bsp_put(root, value, array, bsp_pid()*sizeof(int), sizeof(int));
bsp_pop_reg(array);
bsp_sync();
}
Fig. 2.1. BSPlib for C Examples

Figure 2.1 presents several examples of functions written using BSPlib. These are collective communication
functions: all the processors are supposed to call the same function with coherent parameters. For example the
root argument should be the same for all processor identifiers.
shift shifts “to the right” the content of an int variable on each processor. In a non SPMD view, value
could be seen as a parallel array (of size bsp_nprocs()) of integers. shifts shifts circularly this array to the
right.
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scatter scatters the content of an array a of size bsp_nprocs() at processor root to an int variable v on
each processor. This function must be called with the same value of root on all the processors and at processor
root array a should contain at least bsp_nprocs() int values.
gather is the dual of scatter: It gathers all of each int value on each processor in an array in the memory
of the root processor. root should have the same value on all the processors, while array only needs to be
allocated and have size at least bsp_nprocs() on processor root only.
2.2. Programming with BSML. The remaining of the paper assumes some familiarity with a statically
typed higher-order functional programming language such as Haskell, Standard ML or OCaml. A concise
introduction to OCaml is [23].
Bulk Synchronous Parallel ML or BSML is an explicit parallel functional language, extension of the ML
family of functional languages. Currently there exists an implementation as a library for the OCaml language,
implemented on top of MPI. Compared to the implementation of a full BSML language, the current implementation does not provide a type checker specific to BSML code (even if such a type checker has been designed [8]).
In essence the BSML programming style is purely functional. It is nevertheless possible to use the imperative
features of OCaml in combination to BSML. However in this case, some care is required: some unsafe programs
could be written (an implementation of the type checker previously mentioned would reject such programs).
BSML offers four constants to access the parameters of the underlying BSP architecture: bsp p returns
the number of processors in the parallel machine. The other parameters are omitted in this paper as they are
related to the BSP cost model.
BSML parallelism is based on a parallel data structure named parallel vector. In a parallel vector, each
processor contains one value of the vector. Using this data structure, BSML offers a global view of parallel
programs, i.e. a program looks like a sequential program but operates on parallel data structures. It is
very different from the SPMD paradigm: The global parallel structure of SPMD programs is much harder to
understand than programs that offer a global view. Parallel vectors are the only way to obtain different values
at different processors. All code outside parallel vectors is replicated among the processors and assured (if the
program is purely functional) to be consistent everywhere. This view of replication is however the view of the
BSML implementer: for the developer of BSML programs, code outside parallel vectors is just usual sequential
code.
Parallel vectors have a polymorphic type: ’a par, meaning a parallel vector where each processor contains
a value of type ’a. OCaml is a higher-order functional language: ’a could be replaced by any type, including
a type of function. There is one restriction: Nesting is forbidden so ’a could not be a parallel type. The type
system [8] also rejects programs with such nesting.
It is important to note that, like other high-level abstractions such as Powerlists [24], there is no index
notation for parallel vectors. In other words, there is no direct access to individual values in parallel vectors:
Vectors are handled globally through four BSML primitive functions.
The function mkpar: (int→ ’a) → ’a par builds a parallel vector from a function f. At processor i the vector
will have value (f i). For example with 8 processors3 :
# let r = mkpar (fun i->2*i);;
val r : int par = <0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14>
# let l =
let f i = (i-1) %% bsp_p in
mkpar f;;
val l : int par = <7, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6>
where # is the prompt of the interactive loop, and the answer has the form name : type = value and, in the
interactive loop, parallel vectors are written ⟨ a0 , . . . , ap−1 ⟩. %% is a modulo operator that always returns a
positive number.
3 We

show here the evaluation of BSML expressions inside the BSML interactive loop.
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OCaml is a higher-order language, functions are first class citizens. It is therefore possible to build a parallel
vector of functions:
# let vf = mkpar (fun i -> fun x -> x + i);;
val vf : (int->int) par = < <fun>, ..., <fun> >
vf is a parallel vector where each processor i contains the function fun x → x + i. In the toplevel, the value
representing a function is symbolized by an abstract value <fun>.
A parallel vector of functions is not a function: It cannot be applied to another parallel vector. A BSML
primitive is needed to apply point-wisely a parallel vector of functions to a parallel vector of values. For example:
# let vv1 = apply vf r;;
val vv1 : int Bsml.par = <0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21>
The type of apply is (’a→ ’b) par → ’a par → ’b par.
mkpar and apply only operate in the computation phase of a BSP super-step. Communications and implicit
global synchronizations are performed using the primitives proj and put.
The function proj: ’a par → (int→ ’a) is the almost the dual of mkpar: from a parallel vector it creates a
(replicated) function. However for a function f, proj(mkpar f) is different from f: f may be defined for a negative
input, or for an input greater or equal to bsp p, but proj(mkpar f) is only defined on the interval [0, bsp p − 1].
# let fr = proj r;;
val fr: int -> int = <fun>
# let four = fr 2;;
val four : int = 4
proj requires communications and a synchronization barrier to be evaluated. For more involved communication patterns, one needs to use the put function. It allows any local value to be transferred to any other
processor. As proj, it ends the current super-step by a synchronization barrier.
The type if put is (int→ ’a)par→ (int→ ’a)par. A canonical use of put is put (mkpar (fun src dst → e))
where expression e computes (or usually, selects) the data that should be sent (depending on the processor
identifier src) to processor dst.
Both the input and the result of the evaluation of a call to put are vectors of functions. In the input, each
function encodes the messages to be sent by one processor to all the other processors, while in the output each
function encodes the messages received by one processor from all the other processors. At a processor j the
function obtained by a call to put, when applied to i, yields the value received from processor i by processor j.
For example, shifting the values of a parallel vector to the right could be written:
# let shift vv =
let msg src v dst = if dst=(src+1) mod bsp_p then [v] else [] in
let msgs = apply (mkpar msg) vv in
let srcs = mkpar (fun i->(i-1)%%bsp_p) in
parfun List.hd (apply (put msgs) srcs)
val shift : ’a par -> ’a par = <fun>
# let vv2 = shift (mkpar string_of_int);;
val vv2 : string par = <"7", "0", "1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6">
where let parfun f v = apply (mkpar(fun i→ f)) v and List.hd returns the head of a non empty list.
In this example, the empty list [] is used as a way to mean “no message”. The empty list is not sent to
other processors. For any sum type the first constant constructor is considered to mean “no message”. Even if
put looks like a total exchange, it is not due to these special values.
The shift function proceeds as follows. msgs is a parallel vector of functions. At each processor src, it
contains a function that returns the local value of vector vv (encapsulated in a singleton list) if applied to a
process identifier equals to (src+1) mod bsp p (the processor “to the right” of src, the processor to the right of
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let shift (value: int ref) =
begin
bsp push reg value (ref int);
bsp sync();
let dst = (bsp pid()+1) mod bsp nprocs() in
bsp put dst !value value int;
bsp pop reg value (ref int);
bsp sync();
end
let gather (root: int) (value: int) (a:int array) =
begin
bsp push reg a (array int);
bsp sync();
bsp put sa root value a (bsp pid()) int;
bsp pop reg a (array int);
bsp sync()
end
let scatter (root: int) (a: int array) (value: int ref) =
begin
bsp push reg value (ref int);
bsp sync();
if (bsp pid() = root) then
begin
for dst=0 to bsp nprocs() − 1 do
bsp put dst a.(dst) value int;
done
end;
bsp pop reg value (ref int);
bsp sync()
end
Fig. 3.1. BSPlib for BSML Examples

the last processor being the first processor) and returns the empty list otherwise. Thus each of the functions of
msgs encodes the messages to be sent by one processor to other processors, and some of the values mean “no
message”. (put msgs) is also a vector of functions. Now each of these functions encodes the messages received
from other processors. We are only interested in messages coming from the processor immediately “to the
left”. The vector srcs contains at each processor the processor identifier of the processor to its left. Applying
the vector of functions (put msg) to srcs therefore yields at each processor the message received from its left
neighbour. As the value has been encapsulated into a singleton list, we need to apply, at each processor, the
function List.hd.
3. An API for Imperative BSP Programming in BSML. In this section we present how to program
with the proposed BSPlib API for OCaml implemented on top of BSML. The examples of BSPlib for C presented
in Figure 2.1 are translated to this new API for OCaml in Figure 3.1. The imperative BSP programming styles
for both C and OCaml are very close. With BSML it is therefore possible to use both styles: the BSPlib-like
imperative style and the original BSML pure functional style.
One main difference between OCaml and C is that OCaml is strongly typed. Therefore it is not possible
to directly translate in OCaml the BSPlib for C primitives where all data is considered as arrays of bytes.
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Moreover, by default all variables are immutable in OCaml, but variables which types are references or arrays
(and some others omitted here).
Furthermore programming in BSML does not follow the SPMD paradigm but the global view paradigm.
However the proposed API does follow the SPMD paradigm. We explain in Section 4 how we dealt with this
problem.
Finally, the implementation of a BSPlib-like API in OCaml requires to store references in a table. This
is not easy as a reference to an int has a different type than a reference to a float and that data structures in
OCaml are usually parametric polymorphic, meaning a structure should contain values of the same type.
The solution to this problem is to use generalized abstract data types (GADT) [7] to have values representing
types so that a value v and a value vτ representing the type τ of the value v can be packed together into a value
vpacked whose type does not depend on the type τ . We will discuss this technical point further in Section 4.
Memory visibility. The impact on the API is that instead of having the size of an address we want to
register, we have an expression that represents the type of the value we want to register (or un-register):
bsp push reg: ’a → ’a Type.ty → unit
bsp pop reg: ’a → ’a Type.ty → unit
These two functions are polymorphic, but if they are called on values that are not mutable, an error occurs
(unit is the type of the value () usually returned by functions that only produce side effects).
For example, let x = ref 0 in bsp push reg x int will register the reference x (to an int) for DRMA communications. ref in OCaml is applied to a value v and creates a reference to a value of the type of v, with initial
value v. In the example, the content referenced by x is therefore mutable. It is mandatory to specify the type
also for bsp pop reg while the C version only needs the address of the memory location to un-register.
Synchronization barrier. As in BSPlib for C, a call to bsp sync() ends the super-step by a synchronization
barrier. A call to bsp pid() returns the processor identifier, and a call to bsp nprocs() return the number of
processors of the BSP machine.
DRMA communications. The type of function bsp put is:
bsp put: int → ’a → ’a ref → ’a Type.ty → unit
bsp put pid v r ty writes the value v to (registered) reference r of processor pid. The type of value v should be
represented by ty. With bsp put, values can only be written as a whole, even if they are arrays. This is therefore
less flexible that the corresponding BSPlib for C function where arrays can be considered partly using the offset
and nbytes arguments.
To provide such a flexibility, and due to typing constraints, we propose two variants of bsp put:
bsp put sa : int → ’a → ’a array → int → ’a Type.ty → unit
bsp put aa : int → ’a array → ’a array → int → int → ’a Type.ty → unit
bsp put sa is used to put a scalar value into a remote array: bsp put sa pid v a k ty writes value v whose type
is represented by value ty at index k of the remote array a at processor pid. The type of a should be represented
by the value array ty.
bsp put aa is used to deal with arrays both at the source and at the destination. bsp put aa pid a1 a2 offset
size ty writes size values of array a1 whose elements’ type is represented by value ty at offset offset of the remote
array a2 at processor pid.
The imperative API also offers functions to read from remote memory:
bsp get : int → ’a ref → ’a ref → ’a Type.ty → unit
and the associated sa and aa variants.
4. Implementation of the Imperative API. In the development of the imperative API, two difficulties
had to be overcome: typing issues and offering a SPMD view for the API while BSML offers a global view.
Before explaining how we dealt with these issues, let us describe briefly the data structures used to implement
the API.
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Data Structures. bsp put and bsp get can only target memory locations that have been previously registered. The first data structure is a table of registered memory locations, implemented as a mutable list of such
memory locations (or references). As in OCaml, references to a value of type int has a different type than a
reference to a value of type float, this list should contain values of the type Dyn.t described below.
In our API the message requests are actually exchanged when bsp sync is called. Therefore we need a
data structure to contain the message requests added to this structure by calls to bsp put and bsp get. This
data structure is a mutable list of value of type request. This type has six constructors that correspond to the
three versions of bsp put and the three versions of bsp get (The arguments to these six constructors are the
arguments to these six functions but the destination reference which is replaced by the position of the reference
in the registered memory location table).
Typing Issues. We use a recently introduced feature of OCaml: generalised algebraic data-types or GADT.
GADT are extensions of sum types (or variant types). A sum type in OCaml is similar to a union type in C or
a record type with variant parts in Ada. However there is no discriminant field. Instead each case is associated
with a symbol, called constructor. Constructors are used to discriminate between values of the sum type. For
example abstract syntax trees for a small language of integers and boolean expressions could be implemented
as the following type:
type expr =
| Int of int
| Bool of bool
| Add of expr * expr
| And of expr * expr
It is of course possible to write meaningless (non well typed) expressions such as And(Int 0, Bool true). To reject
such expressions it would be necessary to write a type checking function, for example:
type ty = | TBool | TInt
let rec type of : expr → ty option = function
| Int → Some TInt
| Bool → Some TBool
| Add(e1, e2) →
if (type of e1) = Some TInt && (type of e2) = Some TInt
then Some TInt else None
| And(e1, e2) →
if (type of e1) = Some TBool && (type of e2) = Some TBool
then Some TInt else None
where the type ’a option is a sum type with too constructor: Some that takes as argument a value of type ’a
and None.
type of can therefore return a value of type ty embedded in a Some constructor if the input expression is
well typed, and returns None if the expression is not well typed.
GADT introduce two novelties with respect to sum types: The possibility to have more constrained type
parameters depending on the constructor, and the possibility to introduce existential type variables, i.e. using
a type variable in a constructor case that is not one of the type parameters.
Using GADT it is possible to rewrite the previous example in such a way that it is not possible to write
meaningless expressions, using the type system of OCaml:
type expr =
| Int: int → int expr
| Bool: bool → bool expr
| Add: int expr * int expr → int expr
| And: bool expr * bool expr → bool expr
Now the type expr has a type parameter (here written because we don’t need it to have an explicit name) that
allows to indicate the type of the expression. This allows to specify the type of expressions the constructors Add
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and And take as argument. Trying to use And(Int 0, Bool true) would raise a compile time type error indicating
that Int 0 has type int expr but that And expects a value of type bool expr.
It is possible to write a GADT such that values of this type represent the type of the GADT type parameter:
type ty =
| Int : int ty
(* ... *)
| Ref : ’a ty → ’a ref ty
| Array : ’a ty → ’a array ty
For example the value Array Int has type int array ty and represents the type int array. In order to ease the
use of this GADT, we defined constants and functions to build values of type ty that are very close syntactically
to the type they represents:
let int = Int
(* ... *)
let array a = Array a
For example the type int list array of arrays containing a list of integers in each cell is represented by the value
array (list int). Note that function ref that builds a reference from a value is masked by our definition of ref.
The former is now written P.ref.
To be able to store different communication requests into the same data structure, we need a way to store
data in a type such that the type does not depend on the type of the stored data, but still allowing some type
checking by OCaml, to avoid to write or read data of a wrong type to/from remote memory. To do so we use
the second feature of GADT: existential types.
The module Dyn provides an abstract type t implemented as
type t = D: ’a ty * ’a → t
A value of type Dyn.t contains a value v of some type τ plus a value vτ representing the type τ i.e. a value of
type τ ty. Dyn also provides a function make: ’a ty → ’a → t to build values of type Dyn.t and update functions:
update ref, update array and update array a. These functions take two values of type Dyn.t (and possibly an
offset and a size) and update the first argument if it is a mutable value, with the value of the second argument,
if their types are equivalent.
When all processors call bsp push reg r ty, the API stores make r ty of type Dyn.t in the table of registered
memory locations. As all processors are supposed to call this function, there is a consistent indexing of visible
memory locations.
When a processor calls bsp put pid v r ty, the API stores make v ty of type Dyn.t in a table of communication
requests together with the index of r in the table of registered memory locations. At a call to bsp sync the requests
are sent to the destination processors. As the data part of write/read requests are communicated as values of
type Dyn.t, at destination the memory is updated using the update functions of module Dyn. When all the
updates are done, the next super-step can begin.
Global view vs. SPMD. As a BSML program deals with a whole parallel machine and individual processors
at the same time, a distinction between the levels of execution that take place is needed. Replicated execution
is the default. Code that does not involve BSML primitives is run by the parallel machine as it would be by
a single processor. Replicated code is executed at the same time by every processor, and leads to the same
result everywhere. Local execution is what happens inside parallel vectors, on each of their components: The
processor uses its local data to do computation that may be different from other processors. Global execution
concerns the set of all processors together, but as a whole and not as a single processor, for example the use of
communication primitives.
Consider the following program:
let x = ref 0 in
let vv3 = mkpar(fun pid → x := pid) in
if !x <> 0 then shift vv1 else vv1
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The mutable variable x is created at the replicated level. Therefore its value would be the same on all the
processors. However it is mutated differently on each processor at the local level inside mkpar(fun pid → x:=pid).
The content of x is no longer replicated. This could cause a problem if the value of x is used again at the replicated
or global level. In the example all the processors will call shift but processor 0. As synchronization barriers
should be called by all the processors in BSP, this program fails.
Such an example is rejected by the type system [8]. However BSML current implementation is a library
only: it does not come with a type checker. In the implementation of the API we use a replicate reference to
store the process identifier and modify it locally so that the content of this reference is the processor identifier.
That allows to implement bsp pid and write programs in the SPMD style. Registered memory locations as well
as the communication requests are also in replicated mutable variables but don’t remain replicated due to the
use of bsp pid in the control flow. Note that the problem exposed above is still present, and it is actually quite
easy to write incorrect BSPlib C programs from the point of view of synchronization.
However instead of using the type checker [8] it may be possible to relax the type system to allow the
implementation of the imperative API to type check and add an adaptation of the static analysis proposed by
Jakobsson et al. [12] to avoid synchronization errors.
5. Experiments. The current implementation of the proposed API is a proof of concept, and we favor
simplicity and conciseness over performances. However, we experimented the performances of the BSML BSPlib
API with respect to a BSPlib implementation in C, and a functional style BSML implementation. The experiments were conducted on a shared memory machine running Ubuntu Linux 16.04, with two Intel Xeon E5-2683
v4 processors (16 cores each) at 2.10 GHz and 256Gb of memory. The following libraries and compilers were
used:
• BSPonMPI version 0.4.2,
• BSML version 0.5.4,
• OpenMPI version 1.5.4,
• OCaml version 4.04.0,
• GCC version 5.4.0 (with optimization flag -O3).
The test application is an inner product. The main function of the BSPlib version in C is shown in
Figure 5.1 (taken from BSPEdupack [2]). p is the total number of processors, s is the local processor identifier,
and n is the size of the vectors. The corresponding version using the proposed API for BSML is depicted in
Figure 5.2. Basically only the local variable declarations are different. We also tested variant where bsp sync()
was replaced by Put.bsp sync() a slightly optimized version that avoids to do a second “empty” synchronization
barrier when no communication request is a bsp get. Finally we tested a version mostly in the functional BSML
style (Figure 5.3).
The experiments were done using respectively 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 cores, and for two global size of vectors:
103 and 109 . The results are presented in Figures 5.4 and 5.5: each figure indicates the median value of 100
measures as well as the standard deviation.
For size 103 the communication and synchronization costs are dominant and therefore the running time
increases with the number of cores. BSML communication and synchronization phases are more expensive than
BSPlib for C communication and synchronisation phases. The first reason is that the communication functions
proj and put are polymorphic: serialization of the data to be exchanged is performed, and the resulting raw data
is bigger than its non serialized counterpart. The second reason is that for put, the encapsulation of messages
into functions makes necessary the application of each of these functions to all the process identifiers. OCaml
sequential computations on arrays are also slightly less efficient than C sequential computations on arrays.
The BSPlib API for BSML is even less efficient: Indeed a call to bsp sync in this case requires two underlying
calls to put, but for the BSPlib+BSML Opt. version: its performance is closer to the functional BSML version.
For the general bsp sync() is because to implement bsp get messages, a first call to put is needed to send a
request for the data, and a second call to put is needed for the requested processors to send back the requested
data. When a super-step contains only bsp put messages, we optimized the implementation of the API to
perform only one call to put. For size 109 , all the versions based on BSML have very close performances.
The difference of performance for size 109 between the C version and the BSML versions is mostly due to
the difference in sequential performance, and the serialization for data that both takes time and makes messages
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double bspip(int p, int s, int n, double *x, double *y){
Inprod= vecallocd(p); bsp push reg(Inprod,p*SZDBL);
bsp sync();
inprod= 0.0;
for (i=0; i<nloc(p,s,n); i++) inprod += x[i]*y[i];
for (t=0; t<p; t++) bsp put(t,&inprod,Inprod,s*SZDBL,SZDBL);
bsp sync();
alpha= 0.0;
for (t=0; t<p; t++) alpha += Inprod[t];
bsp pop reg(Inprod); vecfreed(Inprod);
return alpha;
}
Fig. 5.1. Inner Product: BSPlib C Version

let bspip (p:int) (s:int) (n:int) (x:float array) (y:float array) : float =
let inprod array = Array.make (bsp nprocs()) 0.0 in
let inprod = P.ref 0.0 and alpha = P.ref 0.0 in
begin
bsp push reg inprod array (array float);
bsp sync ();
for i=0 to (nloc p s n)−1 do inprod := !inprod +. x.(i) *. y.(i) done;
for t=0 to p−1 do bsp put sa t !inprod inprod array s float done;
bsp sync();
for t=0 to p−1 do alpha := !alpha +. inprod array.(t) done;
bsp pop reg inprod array (array float);
!alpha
end
Fig. 5.2. Inner Product: BSPlib API for BSML Version

bigger. The performance difference between the C version and the BSML functional version could be reduced
in general, if BSML was extended with more specialized versions of put (and proj) so that the messages are not
encapsulated into functions, and that for basic types, values are not serialized.
6. Related Work. Recent implementations of BSPlib for C include BSPonMPI [27], MultiCore BSP [30],
and Zefiros BSP [29]. BSPonMPI targets distributed memory machines while MultiCore BSP and Zefiros BSP
target shared memory machines. They are very close to the standard. There exists a BSPlib implementation for
Java [10]. This implementation is closer to the C style libraries than a new design focusing on object orientation.
The proposed API is therefore very close to all these libraries. The structured parallelism of BSP also allowed
to design a “mock” BSPlib library for testing and debugging imperative BSP programs [26].
The Paderborn University BSPlib (PUB) [3] implements the standard but also adds subset synchronization
to BSPlib (and the BSP model). Basically all the BSP primitives are given an additional first argument of type
tbsp. This “BSP object” is very similar to an MPI communicator. It allows to create subgroups of processors, to
ensure modularity, and to support different threads on the same processor running different BSP computations.
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let ip (x: float array)(y:float array) =
let inprod = P.ref 0.0 in
for i=0 to (Array.length x)−1 do inprod := !inprod +. x.(i) *. y.(i) done;
!inprod
let bspip (p:int) (s:int) (n:int) (x:float array par) (y:float array par) : float =
begin
let partial ip = parfun2 ip x y in
List.fold left (+.) 0. (List.map (proj partial ip) procs)
end
Fig. 5.3. Inner Product: BSML Version
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Extensions of BSML feature two kinds of parallel compositions, juxtaposition [13] and superposition [14].
Juxtaposition supports subgroups of processors while still follows the pure BSP model: there is no subset
synchronization. Superposition can be understood as a structured way to have several threads running different
BSP computations. As it is structured, it is not as flexible as the PUB way of having multiple BSP threads.
However this structure allows for safely sharing synchronization barriers between the threads rather than just
ensuring that synchronization barriers do not interfere with each other. Therefore it would be possible to extend
our API to handle some of the PUB extensions, subgroups and modularity, but with a different cost model.
There also exists a BSP programming library for the functional programming language Haskell [21]. The
evaluation strategy of Haskell makes often more difficult to write BSP programs than BSML in OCaml. As
Haskell is a pure functional language, a BSPlib-like API on top of [21] would be very difficult to design and not
close to BSPlib C programming.
GADT are useful in the context of parallelism. We also used them for implementing recursive parallel data
structures, namely Misra’s powerlists [24], and associated operations in BSML while ensuring that no nesting
of parallel vector occurs [18].
7. Conclusion and Future Work. In this paper we show that it is possible to implement a BSPliblike imperative API using only Bulk Synchronous Parallel ML purely functional primitives together with the
sequential imperative features of its host language OCaml. Bulk Synchronous Parallel ML is therefore universal
for BSP programming.
This implementation relies on a recently introduced feature of OCaml: Generalized Algebraic Data Types
(GADT). Experiments show reasonable performances for this proof-of-concept implementation of the API4 .
For full usability, the API should support also BSPlib message passing primitives. The type representation
module we currently provide should also be extended in two ways: firstly it should support all the OCaml basic
types, secondly it should be extensible in particular able to handle user-defined record types and sum types.
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